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 Abstract 

   The purpose of this thesis is to build and then optimize a simulation environment for the 
GSM / EDGE / WCDMA receiver in the RF Asics. 

   The system generally consists of two blocks: an Agilent Advanced Design System (ADS) 
controlled system core and Simulation Environment System for Verification and Design 
(SEVED). The signal is generated by SEVED and directed into the system core, where the 
receiver under test is located. Signal output of the receiver is then directed back into 
SEVED for bit error rate calculations. Therefore the performance of the receiver can be 
evaluated.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Problem Statement 

  The RF ASIC team always needs measurement results from reference design team 
before final tape out can be done. Problem rises because first the reference design team 
requires both complete baseband ASICs and signaling software to be able to verify the 
system performance. Besides, the signaling software is available most often later than the 
early versions of the RF ASIC. Lots of measurement could have been done if the 
department could measure the performance without the complex hardware and software.  

 

1.2 Objective 

The purpose of this thesis is to build and then optimize a simulation environment for the 
GSM / EDGE / WCDMA receiver in the RF Asics. For Bit Error Rate measurements a 
known burst sequence will be sent through the receiver. The sampled baseband signal 
feeds a test bench containing RXIF and the equalizer. Outcome from the simulation is Bit 
Error Rate (BER) from which we can estimate the performance. Different measurements 
can be measured, like sensitivity and blocking. The intention is to measure during faded 
conditions as well.  

   The throughput performance of this Hardware-In-System will be optimized further. 

 

1.3 Thesis Overview 

The tool for the communication with instruments and ASIC’s are ADS and Connection 
Manager (CM) by Agilent. ADS will control the signal generator and the exported signal 
files from SEVED. CM provides the functionalities to communicate with hardware such as 
signal generator and Logic Analyzer. The Logic Analyzer will collect the received bursts 
and send those to the system simulator for bit error rate measurements. 

The RF ASIC is set to proper conditions using register control LabView application. The 
RXIF and equalizer are implemented in the system simulator SEVED (acronym for 
“Simulation Environment for Verification and Design” for GSM). A known signal can then 
be sent through the transceiver, sampled by the A/D-converter and then be sent to the 
simulated baseband ASIC for evaluating the performance. 
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1.4 Comparison and Analysis of Previous Work and This Thesis 

  Old theses were carried out at Ericsson for creating test platforms that can verify the 
performance of a RF receiver in a mobile phone [3] [4]. Many programming tools were 
used such as LabView, ADS and Cossap/Gunde. Cossap/Gunde is a previous Ericsson 
created graphical communication system simulator, which will be replaced by SEVED in 
our case.  Comparing to the previous work, our system is aiming for the similar goal, but 
with significantly different and more advanced approaches.  

1.4.1 Previous Work 

  In previous work, ADS was used for software simulation. All the simulations have been 
done locally using the software stand alone. Several years ago, Agilent Technology started 
to promote that connected solutions would be the future. After several years’ development, 
Connection Manager and corresponding CM components for ADS 2006 are released.  

  Connection Manager is the ADS implementation of Agilent Technologies Connected 
Solutions. It is used to integrate ADS software into specific Agilent instruments (signal 
generators and signal analyzers), and therefore access and control Agilent instruments 
from ADS schematics, and construct ADS datasets using Real time measurement during 
simulation. The Connection Manager uses the Agilent IO Libraries to achieve instrument 
communication. CM components for ADS are dedicated for controlling the corresponding 
hardware. The user is able to set the instrument to proper conditions from the parameter 
panel of CM component. These settings are sent to instruments while ADS is running a 
simulation. 

  The description of a flow chart of the programming implemented in LabView to control the 
E4433B Signal Generator is shown below, Figure 1.1. This was in a thesis carried out in 
2000, and it shows the complexity of communicating with instruments at that time. 

 Figure 1.1 - Communication with signal generator in previous work. 

1.4.2 This Thesis 

  With the help of the CM and the CM components in ADS, a signal file exported from 
SEVED can easily be sent into the signal generator through ADS without any mapping, 
converting or modifying.  
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On the other hand, using ADS schematic, it is possible to realize complicated, advanced 
and efficient signal file data flow control. In previous work, when communicating with 
instruments, ADS was not involved; when controlling the signal file data flow using ADS, 
only simulated components were used, resulting in a limited control of data flow behavior 
and less accuracy. Combined with the communication capacity mentioned above, we 
achieved a system that the schematic part administrates the signal file flow behavior and 
the CM components controls the instruments settings and distributes necessary signal 
data file into these instruments.  Therefore, a much more precise and advanced simulation 
system is achieved. 

For the previous system simulator, Cossap/Gunde consisted of blocks built in C-code 
simulating an entire communication system from the transmitter through the channel to 
receiver. It was used to build up the GSM structured signal by using bit sequences formed 
bursts. The structure of the signal generated was a simple GSM bursts sequences and it 
was not convenient to include different interferers and propagation conditions in this 
software simulation. A possible solution for including noise representing channel 
imperfections was an ADS Noise Component. No accurate channel models were 
introduced except fundamental mathematical ones. 

In this Thesis, implementation of SEVED brought a tremendous improvement to a real-
world channel simulation. Employees were working at Ericsson over 10 years to develop 
this software. The complete mobile phone blocks and the channel are simulated. This gave 
us the possibility to include all the propagation conditions and interferers in BER 
calculations (Territory situation, MS speed, frequency hopping, noise or interferer type, 
fading and selective traffic channels).  
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2 Theory 

2.1 Homodyne Receiver 

2.1.1 Concept 

In the ordinary double super heterodyne receiver structure (figure 2.1), the received 
frequency is converted down to a lower frequency (in two steps that digital parts can 
handle). In a homodyne receiver structure (figure 2.2), the received frequency is converted 
directly to base band by a LO (Local Oscillator) frequency that is equal to the received 
frequency [1] [11]. This direct conversion presents a lot of advantages but also causes 
some problems. Some of the advantages are: 

• No need of bulky IF filters, filtering can be done at base band 
where integrable low pass filters can be used, thus cost and 
area reduction. 

• The architecture is very well suited for multi mode phones since 
the selectivity is implemented as integrated low pass filters 
which can be made programmable. 

• Power consumption reduction due to a "shorter" receiver chain 
(a receiver with fewer functions or blocks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 - Block diagram of a super heterodyne receiver 

 

 

  

 

Figure 2.2 - Block diagram of a homodyne receiver. 
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Here are some of the disadvantages: 

1. LO leakage to the antenna 

 

Figure 2.3 – LO Leakage 

 

 

2. DC offset in the baseband (LO-leakage to the RF-input, will be mixed with itself, 
creating a DC offset in the baseband) 

 

Figure 2.4 – DC Offset 

 

3. AM detection  

The same as the LO leakage, but the other way around 

 

Figure 2.5 – AM Detection 

 

The use of the homodyne receiver is not common in the industry because of the difficulty 
in solving these problems.  
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2.2 Requirements 

Every requirement listed below will have an explanation and requirements on tests that 
have to be performed on a homodyne receiver which is a triple band (EGSM, DCS and 
PCS) mobile phone. 

Most of the receiver requirements come from the GSM standard [2], but there are also 
some Ericsson internal demands that give some margin to the GSM specification. We shall 
talk about receiver frequencies, Sensitivity and Blocking: 

2.2.1 Frequencies  

The frequency bands specification is given in table 2.1: 

                                     

Receiver 
Band 

Frequency 

800 
MHz 

869-
894 

MHz

900 
MHz 

925-
960 

MHz

1800 
MHz 

1805-
1880 

MHz

1900 
MHz 

1930-
1990 

MHz

Table 2.1 –    RF3000 receiver frequency bands 

 

2.2.2 Sensitivity  

For 3GPP specifications [2] (3GPP TS 45.005 V5.14.0) the actual sensitivity level is 
defined as the input level for which this performance is met. The actual sensitivity level 
shall be less than a specified limit, called the reference sensitivity level. The reference 
sensitivity level for GMSK modulated signals shall be: 

GSM: -102 dBm 

DCS: -102 dBm 

PCS: -102 dBm 
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2.2.3 Blocking 

The purpose of the blocking measurement is that the receiver should be able to 
demodulate a wanted signal when a high level unwanted signal is fed into the phone at the 
same time. This measurement actually tests the dynamic range in the receiver chain and 
the noise level at the synthesizers. When the unwanted signal is high enough to disturb the 
wanted signal, after a certain level the receiver will reach the maximum error rates (for ex. 
2.4% RBER). There are different specifications for the acceptable level of the unwanted 
signal depending on its frequency. This is where we use the terms "in-band" and "out-of-
band" blocking. 

For some unwanted signals (i.e. 3 times the local oscillator) it is very difficult to meet the 
blocking demands. For some of these cases, there are a number of allowable exceptions 
in the GSM spec. which are frequencies that have a minimum level allowed of -43dBm. 

For the in-band blocking performance, we can only rely on good compression point and 
minimum noise level at the synthesizers in the receiver path, but for the out-of-band 
performance we can attenuate the unwanted signals by using a RF band pass filter.  

The carrier signal level should be -99dBm, and the unwanted signal should be 
unmodulated. 

The GSM 05.05 blocking and spurious response recommendations for a wanted signal 
level 3 dB above the reference sensitivity level are presented in Appendix E, for the 
different bands [2] . 

 

2.3 The Radio Receiver Interface RXIF 

The input from the Radio ADC in the receiver consists of three signals: Serial I and Q data 
and a data clock. The data rate is 13Mbit/s. 

The radio Receiver interface RXIF filters the incoming bit streams of I and Q data from the 
A/D converter, removes the DC Offset and converts the bit stream to symbols with phase 
and amplitude representation (8-bit phase and 8-bit amplitude). Received Signal Strength 
indication RSSI is also calculated and presented in an output register [12] [19]. 

The purpose of the DC compensation is to remove the unwanted DC offset that is 
introduced by the homodyne radio receiver. 

The output rate from the RXIF is 270 KHz as shown in Figure 2.6, one 16 bit I sample and 
one 16 bit Q sample delivered every 48th (13 MHz) clock cycle. So the decimation rate is 
48 [13]. 

 

Figure 2.6 – Data flow in RXIF  
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2.4 Equalizer 

The equalizer is receiving samples in the log polar domain from the RXIF. Its block 
diagram is shown in figure 2.7.  

The main purpose of the equalizer is to compensate for the impact of the physical channel 
especially ISI. To do so a training sequence, a known bit sequence centered in the burst, 
is designed to permit an equalizer at the receiver to acquire the proper filter coefficients in 
the worst possible channel conditions. The adaptive equalizer is continually changing its 
filter characteristics over time to track the changing channel [7]. 

  Estimation of the channel model is carried out in a number of steps; first a coarse training 
sequence correlation is made. This gives not only the channel taps but also a 
synchronization position that indicates the start of the training. This position is used to 
minimize the effect of time alignment. Secondly, after initial correlation, fine channel tap 
estimation, using LMS (Least mean Square), is carried out according to the sync position 
information. This procedure describes the estimation procedure for normal bursts. 

  The equalization carried out on the Synchronization bursts is different than the 
equalization for the normal bursts. The training sequence in the Sync burst is longer than 
in the normal burst as the receiver is not yet fully updated in terms of frequency and even 
coarse synchronization position. LMS channel tap estimation is not carried out. Only a 
coarse estimation is required. 

  The estimated channel model is then used in the equalizing process, which is made using 
a MLSE Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimator decoder. The decoding Method could 
be seen as exploring several possible symbol sequences choosing the sequence that 
minimizes the error for the whole received symbol sequence. 

  Automatic frequency correction AFC is also handled. This deals with the problem of 
frequency dispersion i.e. due to the velocity of the mobile station the frequency of the 
received signal is different than expected. The AFC is a PLL, Frequency of up to 1 KHz 
can be handled corresponding to a velocity of ~330 Km/h [14]. 

Figure 2.7 - Equalizer Diagram 
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2.5 1-bit Sigma-Delta Modulation 

  It is used in ADC and DAC and is known as PDM pulse density modulation.  

  The Sigma-Delta modulation is derived from a Delta Modulation (Figure 2.8). 

 

Figure 2.8 – Delta Modulation. 

  The integrator in the delta modulation works as a predictor. The prediction error term is 
quantized and used to make the next prediction. The quantized prediction error (delta 
modulation output) is integrated in the receiver just as it is in the feed back loop. This 
difference signal moves the integrator step by step closer to the present value input, 
tracking the derivative of the input signal as shown in Figure 2.9. 

 

Figure 2.9 –DM Signal. 

The name Σ – ∆ modulator comes from putting the integrator in front of the delta 
modulator. The quantization noise characteristic of such a coder is frequency dependent in 
contrast of delta modulation. However, unlike delta modulators, these systems encode the 
integral of the signal itself and thus their performance is insensitive to the rate of change of 
the signal [9]. 

  As seen in figure 2.11, In SDM we quantize the difference between the input signal and 
the sum of the previous difference. An integrator is situated before the quantizer. Now the 
clocked output signal is always tracking the input. 
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  The simplest SDM is a 1-bit quantizer. The input to the modulator is over sampled and 
converted from analog to a binary output. 

 

Figure 2.10 - A first-order SDM encoder. 

  Figure 2.10 shows a first-order SDM encoder, meanwhile higher order SDM coders are 
used to reach an acceptable Noise Floor Level and get a good Noise Shaping.  

   This type of ADC converter is chosen in the receiver due to its low noise in the frequency 
bands used in. while it has higher Noise in other frequencies. A single-bit ADC allows to 
limit the required number of buffers and thus to save power consumption and silicon area 
[1]. 

 

2.6 GSM Timing and Normal Burst Structure  

One GSM frame is approximately 4.6 ms long. This length is due to the time base in the 
GSM system which is a 13 MHz clock. All timing is built up as multiples of this clock period 
T. 
Frame =  60 000 * T ~ 4.6 ms 
Timeslot = 7500 * T ~ 577  µs 
Bit Speed = 13 MHz / 48 ~ 271 Kbit/s  

One time slot should be able to carry 156.25 bits of information. However some time is 
needed as Guard Time (GP) between slots. So 148 bits are used and that is called a burst. 
However, only 114 bits are used to carry information. There are 26 bits in the middle of the 
burst which make up a known training sequence used in the demodulation process to 
correct for the non-ideal radio channel. The structure of one time slot is shown in figure 
2.11 

 

Figure 2.11 - GSM Normal Burst structure 
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Training sequence 

  It is a fixed bit pattern in the middle of the burst, Used For equalization to get the base 
station and the mobile in tune with each other. 

Data bits 

  These 57*2 bits represent the encrypted bits for Speech, data transmission and signaling. 

Tail bits 

  Define the start and End of a burst 

Guard Period 

  Situated between bursts and represent the necessary time to switch the transmitter ON 
and OFF. The amplitude of the signal is then ramped up at the beginning of the burst and 
then ramped down to zero at the end of the useful period of each burst. And that can help 
to make sure that one burst does not run into another. 

Stealing Flag bits 

  Make the receiver distinguish between traffic data and signaling information in the 
information bits because the adjacent 57 bits contain either Speech/data information or 
can be used by the traffic channel FACCH for signaling information [5] [6]. 

2.7 The GMSK Modulation  

  The modulation can be viewed as an information vector having amplitude and a phase. 
The information determines how this vector is being changed in time. The vector is 
presented in its Cartesian form as I and Q (In phase and Quadrature phase components). 

  The carrier frequency is viewed as a constant rotation of the information vector. If this 
rotation is subtracted we only have the base-band signal. 

  A large group of modulating techniques use only the phase to carry the information, the 
amplitude is then constant. The advantage is that since the amplitude is constant we can 
use non-linear elements in the transmitter without distorting the signal. A disadvantage is 
however that the channel bandwidth is wider than for a combined amplitude/phase 
modulation [15]. 

  GMSK is a special type of CPFSK continuous phase-frequency shift keying. The name 
minimum shift keying implies the minimum frequency separation (i.e. Bandwidth) that 
allows orthogonal detection [8]. 

  GMSK is the binary modulation derivative of MSK. The side lobes levels of the spectrum 
are further reduced by passing the modulation NRZ message bit stream through a 
premodulation Gaussian pulse shaping filter. Baseband Gaussian pulse shaping smoothes 
the phase trajectory of the MSK signal and hence stabilizes the instantaneous frequency 
variations over time. The format chosen for GSM with BT = 0.3, where B is the Gaussian 
filters 3-dB bandwidth and 1/T is the data rate of the input signal to the modulator 
(270.83333 KHz) [7]. Figure 2.12 shows the GSMK transmitter. Figure 2.12 can also be 
implemented digitally using a standard I/Q modulator. 
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Figure 2.12 – Block diagram of a GMSK transmitter 

  Figure 2.13 shows RF power spectrum of the GMSK signal for a 0.3 value of BT. As the 
BT product decreases, the side lobe levels fall off very rapidly. For a BT = 0.3, the peak of 
the second lobe is more than 37 dB below the main lobe. However reducing BT increases 
the irreducible error rate produced by the low pass filter due to ISI. 

 

Figure 2.13 – GMSK spectrum 

  GMSK possesses properties such as excellent power and spectral efficiency, good BER, 
and self synchronizing capability. 

  One simple way to view GMSK modulation is to say that we can transmit two symbols 
either ‘+1’ or ‘-1’. Transmitting +1 moves the information vector with the rotation of +90 
deg/bitperiod. Transmitting -1 moves the vector with a rotation of -90 deg/bitperiod. This is 
a pure frequency modulation having two possible frequencies +67 KHz or -67 KHz. It is 
shown in figure 2.14. 
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Figure 2.14 – GMSK 
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3 Agilent Connected Solutions 

3.1  Connection Manager CM & the Agilent IO Libraries Suite 

   Connection Manager is the ADS implementation of Agilent Technologies Connected 
Solutions. It is used to integrate ADS software into specific Agilent instruments (signal 
generators and signal analyzers), and therefore access and control Agilent instruments 
from ADS schematics, and construct ADS datasets using Real time measurement during 
simulation. The Connection Manager uses the Agilent IO Libraries to achieve instrument 
communication. 

   The Agilent IO Libraries Suite includes libraries that give the ability to use the 
instruments from a test and measurement program, and utilities that help to quickly and 
easily connect the instruments to the PC.  

3.1.1  Connection Expert 

   Agilent Connection Expert is a software utility that helps to quickly connect and configure 
interfaces and instruments, verify operation, and troubleshoot connectivity problems. 

   Whenever Connection Expert performs a refresh, it scans the buses (GPIB, LAN or 
USB) on the PC to look for new interfaces or instruments and will automatically detect any 
new interface or instrument that has been added locally to the test system (Figure 3.1). 

   We can use Connection Expert to: 

• Discover, identify, and verify communication with instruments connected to the PC 
or to the local area network.  

• Configure I/O interfaces and instruments.  

• Browse and modify the structure and connections of the test system (PC, 
instruments, and interfaces).  

   The possible interfaces that can be used with Connection Expert are USB, GPIB, LAN 
and Serial Port. 
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Figure 33.1 - Agilent Connection Expert 

3.1.2  The Remote IO Server 

   The remote IO server, when running on a remote (server) PC, allows to access and 
control instruments connected to that remote PC from the local (client) PC. There are 
several benefits of connecting to the instrument using the remote I/O server capability.  It is 
sometimes necessary to access a test instrument from two places, such as from the Lab 
and from our desk.  If we configure this instrument on a remote interface, we can use the 
same addressing method and test program code from either PC.  

 

 

Figure 3.2 - Remote IO server command window 

  The remote IO server can be started throw the Connection expert main window using 
Remote IO Server > Start. 
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3.1.3  Interactive IO 

   Interactive IO is software utility that allow interactively sending commands to instruments 
and reading the responses without writing any program code. We can use Interactive IO to 
quickly verify connectivity to our instrument, to troubleshoot communication problems and 
check the instrument's responses. Interactive IO contains a number of commonly-used 
commands to simplify communicating with instruments. Here is one command example 
called *IDN? Or identification query. It returns manufacturer, model, serial number, and 
firmware level or equivalent. 

 

Figure 3.1 - Agilent Interactive IO window 

3.1.4 Agilent IO libraries 

 They allow programmatically controlling instruments, sending commands, and receiving 
responses and data. They involve the use of I/O API (application programming interface) 
that provides a library of function calls or interfaces that give us programmatic access to an 
instrument. 

   Typically we use the API to send strings to the instrument; these strings are collection of 
functions used by a programming language to send instrument commands and receive 
instrument data. 

(Connection Manager Help File)  

(Installing Connection Manager Server)  

3.2   Building the system: 

3.2.1  Connecting Instruments Using a Remote I/O Server PC 

   The Agilent IO Libraries Suite includes Remote IO Server software that allows you to use 
another PC as the gateway, or server, for I/O operations on remote instruments. This 
figure shows connections using a remote I/O server. 
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Figure 3.4 - Connection throw I/O server PC 

3.2.2 Connecting Instruments Using Direct Connection 

    Many instruments have a LAN interface built in. We can connect these instruments 
directly to our LAN, or via an Ethernet router, hub, or switch. This figure shows a directly-
connected LAN instrument.  

 

 

Figure 3.5 - Direct connection system for instruments 

 
 

3.2.3   Selecting a Server Workstation and Connection Port 
 

   From our ADS schematic window we select Tools > Connection Manager Client. This 
opens the Connection Manager Client main window. 
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Figure 3.6 - Connection manager client window 

   To specify a machine as the Connection Manager server, From the Connection Manager 
Client main window, select Server > Set Server. This opens the Set Server dialog: 

 

Figure 3.7 - Set server configuration window 

   We Use this dialog to connect the client to a specific port on a specific server. Values 
entered in the Server Host Configuration group box specify the workstation running the 
Connection Manager server (IP or DNS value). 
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3.2.4  Connection-Manager-Based Components in ADS 

   ADS Ptolemy supports a suite of components (named CM_ and located in the 
Instruments library) that provide interfaces from the schematic to Agilent instruments. They 
allow making measurements by transfer data and commands to and from the instruments 
based on the Connection Manager (CM) architecture. Here are the most frequently used 
components in our system: 

 

The CM_ESG_E4438C_Sink model collects data from a simulation and 
downloads the data to our MXG N5182A Signal Generator. 

 
 
 

The CM_ESG_E443xB_Sink model collects data from a simulation and 
downloads the data to our ESG-DP E4437B Signal Generator. 

 
 
 
 

The CM_VSA_E444xA_Source model downloads data from our PSA 
E4440A Vector Signal 

 
 
 

The VSA_89600_Sink models provide a stream interface where we can 
input digitized waveforms directly from ADS to 89600-series VSA 
software to analyze and display the ADS signal. 

 
 

(Instrument Connection Help File)  
 

3.3  The Agilent 89600 Vector Signal Analysis Software 

   The 89600 VSA software connects measurement hardware to the PC environment, 
using familiar, PC-based tools, providing a linked software/hardware test and 
measurement environment. It provides traditional spectrum displays and measurements 
and allows analyzing continually changing phase, magnitude, and frequency. 

   This tool can be used to track down problems at any stage of our design simulation, 

And is designed to measure, evaluate and troubleshoot complex (I/Q) modulated signals 
using efficient displays like the constellation and vector diagrams, error vector time and 
spectrum. 

   The PC-based 89600 VSA software enables interactive integration with ADS to analyze 
simulation results. The 89600 software can be dynamically linked to any point in the digital 
model to analyze data by simply dragging the VSA icon to the desired spot in the 
schematic.  
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   The 89600 software can also be used to import real-world signals into ADS simulations 
using any supported acquisition hardware. 

   The 89600 works with different hardware measurement platforms. These platforms 
include the 89600 VXI based vector signal analysis systems, the PSA spectrum analyzers, 
the ESA spectrum analyzers, and several Agilent logic analyzers.  

 

(VSA 89600 Technical Help File)  
 
 

 

Figure 3.8 - 89600 software window during measurement 
 
 
 

3.4 The Agilent Logic Analyzer Application 

   The Agilent Logic Analyzer application serves as a viewer for data captured with a 
1680/1690/16900-series or 16700-series Agilent logic analyzer. It runs on the PC and can 
go online and control the logic analyzer hardware remotely over the LAN. 

   The benefit from this software is that we got a performance increase when operating in 
this remote mode, since our PC's hardware is faster than that of the logic analyzer. 

   Simple connection settings have to be made between the application and the hardware 
To control the analyzer remotely:     
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File > Go Online and then click the Add Remote System button.  

Enter the host name or IP address of the logic analyzer and click OK (Figure 3.9)  

 

Figure 3.9 - Logic Analyzer remote application 
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4 Generating GSM Signal through ADS Schematic 

4.1 Simple GMSK modulated signal Schematic 

4.1.1 Schematic Setup 

   Our work was started from a simple schematic generating GMSK modulated signal. 
Figure 4.1 shows this idea. A random bit sequence is sending to a GMSK modulation 
component. Complex modulated signal is generated at the output of this component and 
sent into the VSA software . 

 

Figure 4.1 – Generating GSM Modulated Signals 

4.1.2 Parameter Settings 

   Each standard GSM burst contains 156.25 bits. While using its default sample rate 16, 
which is 16 samples between bits intervals, there are 156.25 x 16 = 2500 samples per 
burst. Since a GSM burst has a length of 0.577ms, the time step between each two GSM 
samples 0is 0.577/1000/2500 = 2.3077e-7 second. Therefore, time step of the VSA 
component is set to this value. Simulation of this schematic yields a constellation diagram 
shown in Figure 4.2. The signal is not stable and constellation is switching between these 
two statuses rapidly. The signal constellation changes to a circle from time to time, 
indicating that though a signal of a stable amplitude is always detected, synchronization is 
lost sometimes thus it is no longer represented at those 4 constellation points. This is 
normal due to the fact that no standard GSM burst structure has been applied in the 
schematic. A valid GSM burst consists of Guard Period, Tail Bits, Training Sequence, 
Steal Flags and Data, whereas in this schematic, only random GMSK modulated data is 
sent and measured.  
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Figure 4.2 – GSM Constellation 

 

4.2 Generating and Measuring One GSM Burst 

   In order to acquire a stable and valid GSM signal, bursts must be constructed according 
to GSM standard. There is one component in ADS, GSM_NormalBurst, does this job. It 
constructs a normal burst data of 156 bits as defined in GSM standard. Figure 4.3 is the 
schematic. It is almost the same as the previous one, but with one major difference, the 
burst constructing component. After simulation a stable and precise GSM burst is 
obtained. Figure 4.4 is the constellation diagram and signal in time domain. 

VSA_89600_1_Sink
V1

SetFreqProp=YES
RestoreHW=NO
SetupFile=""
SamplesPerSymbol=0
TStep=2.3077e-7 sec
VSATitle="Simulation output"

VSA

Eqn
Var

DF
DF

DefaultTimeStop=100 usec
DefaultTimeStart=0 usec
DefaultNumericStop=2500-1
DefaultNumericStart=0

 

Figure 4.3 - Constructing One GSM Burst 

 

Figure 4.4 - Constellation Diagram and Signal in Time Domain 
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4.3 Generating GSM signal 

4.3.1 Schematic Setup 

   Our schematic is inspired by an ADS example project, GSM_Measurement_TCH [10]. 
Our design is to create one TDMA frame of 8 time slots, shown in Figure 4.5.  

   After the random bit source, the data is convolutionally coded and interleaved. The 
training sequence, tail bits and guard time bits are added by the normal burst construction 
component. The 8 bursts are then combined into one TDMA frame which is modulated by 
a GMSK modulation component. The transmission bit rate is 270.8333 kbit/sec. 

   A Signal generator is connected to the output of this schematic, using the equivalent 
instrument component. The signal is also sent to VSA 89600. The GMSK modulation 
sample rate used could be 4, 8 or 16 samples per bit. We choose 16 samples per bit for 
the best accuracy of output signal. 

CM_ESG_E4438C_Sink
C7

FileName="esg.wfm"
Amplitude=-20
Frequency=900 MHz
Stop=DefaultNumericStop
Start=DefaultNumericStart
Enabled=YES

CxToRect
C5

Eqn
Var

VSA_89600_1_Sink
V1

SetFreqProp=YES
RestoreHW=NO
SetupFile="C:\Documents and Settings\eshuyua\Desk
SamplesPerSymbol=0
TStep=2.3077e-7 sec
VSATitle="Simulation output"

VSA

CM_VSA_E444xA_Source
C9

UseCurrentSettings=YES
RepeatData=Repeat
ControlSimulation=NO
Measurement=Measured time (timed)

VSA

 

Figure 4.5 - Schematic for generating GSM signal 
 
 

4.3.2 Sending and Measuring the Signal 

   Signal generated using the schematic above is then sent to both VSA 89600 and MXG 
N15182A Vector Signal Generator. The Signal Generator is connected to MXA N9020A 
Signal Analyzer so measurements and records are done there  . These two measured 
results are compared against each other in order to know if a successful and correct 
communication to instrument is achieved. Figure 4.6 shows the constellation diagram and 
Figure 4.7 demonstrated the EVM measured from VSA 89600 and Signal Analyzer, 
respectively. EVM measurements are done by using 1% per division in Y axis.  
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Figure 4.6 - Constellation Diagram from VSA 89600 (left) and Signal Analyzer (right) 

 

Figure 4.7 - EVM Diagram Fro VSA 89600 (left) and Signal Analyzer (right) 
 

  From the measured result, it is clear to see that the signal generator introduced some 
noise to the signal. The demodulated signal in the constellation diagram expanded into a 
noise cloud around these 4 constellation points. The noise cloud keeps expanding as the 
input power level decreasing. After a certain level, about -39dBm, the constellation is lost. 
On the other hand, EVM diagram has a rather small scale in Y axis. Therefore, under this 
input power level, -20dBm, error vector is not significant to be observed comparing the 
signal measured under ideal environment, i.e. VSA 89600. Error vector increases 
exponentially if the input power level drops, as it is supposed to be. 

  This setup verified the possibility to organize, control and communicate with instruments 
using ADS as well as to measure and record signals. We will realize a more advanced 
system, including cooperation of ADS, signal files, VSA 89600 software and instrument, 
starts from this one. 

 (GSM Design Library)  
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5 Sending and Analyzing SEVED Generated GSM Signal File. 

5.1 Signal File Structure 

A GSM signal file has been generated by SEVED with the following features: 

Prop: S2G [20] 
Propagation condition: Typical Urban  

MS Speed: 50 km/h  

Frequency Hopping: off  
Carrier: 900 MHz  

Noise: AWGN at some level.  

Number of frames: 5 (numbered 0, 1 ... 4)  
Number of bursts per frame: 4 (numbered 0, 1, 2, 3)  
Number of samples per burst: 7488 (numbered 0, 1 … 7487)  

I.e. the file contains 5 x 4 x 7488 = 149760 samples.  

The file contains data vectors in 7 columns named A, B, C, E, F, and G. The columns are:  

A. Frame id  

B. Burst id  

C. Sample id  

D. Modulated signal (re part)  
E. Modulated signal (im part)  
F. Rx signal (re part)  
G. Rx signal (im part)  

5.1.1  Processing the signal 

   Our intention is to send the signal to MXG N5182A Vector Signal Generator. In order to 
do that, In-phase and quadrature data, i.e. real part and imaginary part of modulated 
signal, have to be taken out. The file is read out using MATLAB, I and Q data are stored in 
separated matrices (Figure 51). 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 - Q and I data saved in matrices 

   On the other hand, this file only contains 4 bursts per frame, whereas a standard GSM 
signal should have 8 burst in each frame. Therefore zeros are added in each frame to 
represent these 4 quiet bursts. A simple MATLAB script is applied to achieve this 
(Appendix A). The structure of the GSM signal file after processing is shown in Figure 5.2. 
It is clear to see that after every 4 bursts there are 4 quiet bursts, and there are 5 frames in 
total. This signal is then saved into an ASCII file that can be identified by “ReadFile” 
component of ADS.  
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Figure 5.2 - GSM signal with 4 quiet bursts within each frame. 
 

5.2  Building ADS schematic 

5.2.1  Schematic Structure 

   The structure of schematic is shown in Figure 5.3. Two data sequences, In-phase and 
quadrature, are sent into the Signal Generator. The component “CM_ESG_E4438C_Sink” 
communicates with the instrument, MXG N5182A Vector Signal Generator.  

 

Figure 5.3 - ADS schematic for sending the signal to MXG N5182A 
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5.2.2 Parameter Settings 

   I and Q data files are numeric and do not contain any time information. Therefore correct 
parameter settings must be done in order to control the Signal Generator to produce the 
desired signal based on input files.  

   Since there are 7488 samples within each burst, the total amount of samples is: 5 x 8 x 
7488 = 299520. Thus this numeric stop is set to 299520-1 in DF component.  

   Detailed settings of CM_ESG_E4438C_Sink are shown in Figure 5.4. The instrument 
address is set according to its IP address. Carrier frequency and amplitude are set to 
900MHz and -10dBm respectively. Since the length of one burst is 0.577ms, the sample 
clock is thus set to 7488/0.577/1000 = 12979200Hz. After turning on arbitrary waveform 
generator and RF power, this schematic is ready for simulation. 

 

Figure 5.4 - Detailed parameters of signal generator component 

5.3 Performance Measurement 

5.3.1 Measurement System Setup 

   Figure 5.5 is a simple diagram to demonstrate the measurement system. ADS is running 
on a computer and the Signal Generator is identified and connected via the corresponding 
component in our ADS schematic. GSM signal files are sent under a certain speed to the 
Signal Generator and saved as a file. The Signal Generator is connected to MXA N9020A 
Signal Analyzer through a cable. VSA89600 software is running on the analyzer therefore 
measured results can be recorded there. 
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Figure 5.5 - Measurement System Setup 

5.3.2 Results 

   Measured Spectrum is shown on the screen. Turning on digital demodulator of the 
software and selecting GSM standard gives a GSM constellation diagram. With “pulse 
search” option checked and IF MAG trigger turned on, the 4 bursts carrying information of 
each frame will be triggered, detected and measured. Figure 5.6 is the constellation 
diagram. Noise is shown around these 4 constellation points. However, considering the 
propagation condition and no equalization, this result is acceptable. Figure 5.7 is one burst 
in time domain. From this figure an approximate burst length, around 0.5ms, can be read 
off, which is approximately the length of a valid GSM burst. 

 

 

Figure 5.6 - Constellation Diagram 
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Figure 5.7 - One GSM Burst 

5.3.3 Measurement without Processing the Signal 

   After testing the signal in an 8-bursted pattern we realized that it is possible to send the 
4-bursted signal directly to the Signal Analyzer. Though correct timing of the signal is lost 
by doing this, it still provides all the necessary information to evaluate the quality of the 
signal and it makes the measurement more efficient. Adding quiet burst for both I and Q 
data sequence takes about 15 minutes. If we have more signals to process or signals 
containing more frames, obviously adding quiet bursts will take much time. On the other 
hand, no trigger is required on the input signal if there is no quiet burst. This will 
sometimes avoid distortion on the first burst if trigger delay set to an incorrect time. 4-
bursted signal input yields the same measured results as shown above. 
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6 Verification System Core Prototype 

6.1 Hardware Connections and Configurations 

6.1.1 Intention of this system and General Descriptions  

   This system core is the center part of our work. It is an integrated environment including 
ADS controlled instruments and signal flows through them. A signal file generated by 
SEVED, containing I and Q data sequences is imported into ADS schematic using 
ReadFile component (Figure 4.1). Then this signal is sent to MXG Signal Generator. The 
RF output of it is connected to RX path of RF3000 test board. The output data from 
RF3000 is then sent to a Logic Analyzer and is recorded there. A cable for sending out 
trigger signal out from Signal Generator to Logic Analyzer is connected as well. By 
comparing the recorded signal data against the one sent in, BER can be calculated using 
SEVED. Figure 6.1 is the schematic of this system. 

Figure 6.1 – System Block Diagram 

6.1.2 ADS Schematic and Configurations 

   The ADS schematic in this system prototype is the one we tested before, shown in 
Figure 4.1. This is a simplified schematic for testing system frame work and to ensure the 
communication among instruments is functioning. More advanced features, such as 
programming and sending command to control Signal Generator and Logic Analyzer, will 
be introduced into this system. 
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6.1.3 Signal Generator Configurations 

   The Signal Generator in our system is Agilent MXG N5182A (detailed information can be 
found in MXG Specifications ). Since this instrument is controlled by ADS via Agilent 
Connection Manager, all the settings can be done in the Signal Generator component of 
ADS. In this system prototype, the following parameters are applied: 

Frequency: 936MHz 

RF3000 is set to RX mode at 936MHz, the corresponding frequency should be set to the 
same for the input signal.  

Amplitude: -30dBm 

This is a proper power level that allows us to observe a reasonable output without having 
the signal dropped into noise. Power sweep will be introduced into this system thus 
performances of RF3000 at different power levels can be recorded and evaluated. 

Sample Clock: 12.979MHz 

The signal file is described in 5.1. Since there are 7488 samples per burst, and one GSM 
burst is 0.577ms in length, the sample clock is therefore set to 7488/0.577/1000 = 
12.979MHz 

 

Selected Waveform: ESG.wfm 

This file is the one combined I and Q data and sent into Signal Generator. 

All these setting are demonstrated in figure 6.2. 

 

 

Figure 6.2 - Signal Generator Settings 

6.1.4 Logic Analyzer Configurations  

   The Logic Analyzer in our system is Agilent 16903A  (detailed information can be found 
in 16900 series logic analyzer system mainframes ). This instrument records binary digital output of 
RF3000. In order to make this instrument work in proper conditions to record signal data, 
the following settings are applied: 
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Bus/Signal: 

   Three data paths are assigned. They are I, Q and clock respectively. We used data path 
No. 14 and 15 on pod 4 for dataB and dataA on RF3000 test board, which are data I and Q 
respectively. Clock is running at 13MHz at RX mode. Settings are shown in Figure 6.3 

 

Figure 6.3 – Bus/Signal Settings 

Sampling:  

   Acquisition is set to “State – Synchronous Sampling” and rising edge is specified 
according to RF3000 Specification. Therefore the Logic Analyzer will acquire I and Q 
sample at the rising edge of the clock. 

   Trigger Position is set to 100% post store. By doing so the Logic Analyzer will start to 
record I and Q data sequence as soon as detecting the trigger signal out from Signal 
Generator./ 

   Acquisition Depth is set to 256k. This option is determined by how much data will be 
recorded. Since our signal file has a length 11.53ms (4 GSM bursts per frame, 5 frames, 
quiet bursts are not included), and 256k memory is adequate to store approximately 20ms 
data under our sampling rate, it is enough for recording I and Q data in our case. Figure 
6.4 below shows sampling settings: 

 

Figure 6.4 – Sampling Settings 
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6.2 Synchronization for Recording Signal 

   Timing and synchronization should be taken into account in this system. Since we need 
to use the recorded data in Logic Analyzer to compare against the original one generated 
in SEVED for calculating BER, the Logic Analyzer need to start recording data exactly from 
the first I and Q data of the signal out of Signal Generator. Therefore, external trigger is 
applied in this system; a cable connects Signal Generator and Logic Analyzer via their 
“trigger out” and “trigger in” ports in the rear panel, respectively.  

6.2.1 Trigger Out Configurations 

   The first thing we investigated is the trigger signal waveform. Trigger signal out from 
Signal Generator is sent to an Oscilloscope to observe its waveform. The trigger signal is a 
pulse can either be 5V or -5V depending on the polarization setting in Signal Generator. 
The pulse has 10ms at high. Triggering point can be set to either at the rising edge or the 
falling edge of the pulse. These edges are very steep. Rising time and falling time of the 
pulse is approximately 5ns observed on Oscilloscope. On the other hand, the interval 
between samples of our signal sent into Signal Generator is 1/(12.979MHz)=77ns, which is 
more than ten times bigger than the rising/falling time. Therefore, the trigger is definitely 
accurate enough for the Logic Analyzer as an indicator of initiating signal record. 

   The trigger out is set to press the trigger button manually in this system prototype. It can 
be set to be automatically and this setting is critical for sending a signal sweep list. It will 
send out a trigger signal every time it moves to a new sweep point (more details can be 
found in next section “Signal Sweep and Automatic Data Recording”).  Therefore, once the 
trigger button is pressed, the trigger signal and first I and Q data will reach the Logic 
Analyzer simultaneously.  

 

6.2.2 Trigger in configurations 

   Trigger in settings are made in the Logic Analyzer since it accepts incoming trigger and 
the GSM signal. First we need to specify the triggering point to be either rising edge or 
falling edge. In our case rising edge is specified since the Logic Analyzer needs to start 
recording data as soon as the trigger is detected. Threshold voltage is set to 2.5V, which is 
half of our trigger power level, 5V. These settings are shown in figure 6.5. 

 

Figure 6.5 – External Trigger Settings 
 

   The next step is to set the Logic Analyzer to start recording data when it is detecting an 
external trigger. This is done by using advanced trigger settings.  The setting panel is 
shown in figure 6.6. According to this setting, the Logic Analyzer will wait for an external 
trigger, and then when the trigger is detected, it will start to fill in memory with data.  
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Figure 6.6 – Advanced Trigger Settings 

 

   Thus, synchronization between the Signal Generator and Logic Analyzer for recording 
signal is achieved.  

6.3 Single Signal File Test 

6.3.1 Test Operations 

   First of all, all instruments and the RF ASIC need to be reset before doing all the 
settings. This is for wiping away all existing instrument errors and starting everything in a 
proper condition.  

  Then, a simple test signal of 5 frames (signal structure described in 5.1) is sent through 
the system. In order to identify the signal on Logic Analyzer directly by inspecting zeros 
and ones, very high power level, -30dBm, is applied to suppress the noise.  Carrier 
frequency is set to be 936MHz, corresponding to RF3000 register control settings.  

   To be able to capture the signal, the Logic Analyzer is activated. After a series of 
initialization progress, it goes into standby mode waiting for a trigger signal from Signal 
Generator. For reducing the complexity of this system, the Signal Generator is running in 
local mode after the signal file finished downloading from ADS, thus we have access to its 
front panel and control it there manually.  

  After pressing the trigger key on Signal Generator, the signal is triggered and Logic 
Analyzer detects this, starting to record all the incoming data. 
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Figure 6.7 – A Fragment of Recorded Signal 

6.3.2 Analysis of Recorded Signal 

  The fragment of recorded signal demonstrated in figure 6.7. The length of this fragment is 
approximately one GSM burst, started from 2.3ms then ended about 2.9ms. The small 
white blocks appear at the beginning and end of the burst is the noise. Since the signal is 
ramping down and up there, noise is recorded and represented in the result as zeros and 
ones changing randomly and rapidly. The modulated signal, on the other hand, has a more 
uniform looking. The length of the recorded burst is a bit less then 0.6ms, which is the 
length of a valid GSM burst. 
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7 Logic Analyzer Data Acquisition and Analysis 

   RF3000 is receiving RF GSM signal from the signal generator. In this case, correct 
settings should be done to the Logic analyzer for setting it to the correct state to acquire 
digital data from the X78 slot in RF3000. These settings involve Bus Settings, triggering 
and memory length as described in the previous chapter. A frequency reference lock as 
well is an important part of the logic analyzer configuration, and will be discussed in 
details. 

   All settings done, the logic analyzer is ready to record I/Q data and display the GSM 
signal details (frames, bursts, bits…). 

7.1 Reference Frequency Lock 

   A frequency locked circuit has to be created between the Logic analyzer , our DUT and 
the signal generator to maintain synchronized RF frequency between the different parts of 
our system. This reference frequency locked circuit is supplied from the 26 MHz MClk 
output from RF3000 and sent throw the ‘‘Ext Ref in ’’ in signal analyzer. Then, the 10 MHz 
clock output from signal analyzer is locked to the 10 MHz clock in signal generator by 
connecting ‘’10 MHz Out’’ connector in Sig. analyzer to ‘’Ref in’’ connector in Sig. Gen. 
using a BNC cable. 

   A Sig. Analyzer is used as a reference frequency adapter between the 26 MHz in 
RF3000 and the 10 MHz in Sig. Gen. Since the MXG Sig. Gen. we are using does not 
contain the option that allows having an external frequency reference different than 10 
MHz. 

   Hence, this frequency Lock circuit is locking the 936 MHz frequency carrier sent from 
signal generator to the 936 MHz set in RF3000 receiver. So it helps to get rid of the 
unwanted frequency shifts between the differential LO signal from VCO block in RF3000 
and the RF carrier frequency sent from the MXG. 

 (design specification for RF3000 RX can be found on CDM, document nr: 2/102 62-ROP 
101 060 Uen). 

7.1.1 MXG Settings for the Reference Frequency Lock 
  For using an external reference oscillator, Auto mode should be selected in  
   Freq > More > Ref Oscillator Source (Figure 7.1) 
  Auto mode uses the signal generator’s internal reference unless a signal is present at the 
rear panel REF IN connector. If an external 10 MHz valid reference signal is present at this 
connector, the signal generator automatically switch from internal to external reference 
operation.  

 

Figure 7.1 - MXG Sig. Gen. Frequency reference settings 
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 (Note that With MXG Sig. Gen. Option 1ER we have the flexible reference input, where 
we can tell the signal generator the external reference frequency we wish to use. But that 
option was not available in our case so we used the Signal analyzer as a frequency 
adaptor between the RF3000 26 MHz and the 10MHz in Sig. Gen.  ). 

7.1.2 MXA Settings for the Reference Frequency Lock 

   An external frequency reference option is selected in the Signal Analyzer   and the 
reference frequency should be set correctly to 26 MHz corresponding to the reference 
frequency output from RF3000 MClk.   

 Input/Output > Freq Ref In.  

   In the same menu, we could change the setting to Sense which allows the analyzer to 
sense the presence of an external reference and use it only if it is available.  

   The Sense option seemed to be safer than the external option since it always tracks the 
external frequency and give us a stable recorded signal at logic analyzer whereas the 
external option is loosing the reference clock tracking if the lock is disconnected and the 
signal appeared to be distorted. So we had to press sense to get back to the clear signal 
and then go again to the external option after sensing frequency. 

   The ‘10 MHz OUT’ rear panel connector output the analyzer’s internal 10 MHz frequency 
reference signal. It is used to lock the frequency reference of the signal generator to the 
analyzer. 

7.1.3 Different Recorded Signals 

   By sending our 5 frames GSM signal from Sig. Gen. to RF3000, the IQ Data recorded 
from RF3000 on logic analyzer appears to be unsteady without the frequency lock 
reference described above. The bits sequence for I and Q data were not the same for each 
record. The Figure 7.2 shows the unsteady bits sequence at 3 different recordings for the 
same signal. 

 

Figure 7.2 - Recordings without a reference frequency lock 
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   This is due to the frequency shift between the VCO frequency in RF3000 and the carrier 
frequency of the RF signal sent from the Sig. Gen.  

   After a frequency lock circuit we managed to get rid of this frequency shift and the result 
is a steady bits sequence for I and Q data recorded in Logic analyzer at different times 
(Figure 7.3). 

 

Figure 7.3 - 3 different recordings using a reference frequency lock 

 

7.2 Recorded I/Q Data on Logic Analyzer 

   This data is acquired from DataA, DataB, and DataStr in RF3000. DataA is sending Q 
data, DataB is sending I data and DataStr is sending the 13 MHz clock. The output data bit 
rate is 13 Mbit/s. 

   A frequency reference lock circuit is set as described above and an event trigger cable is 
connected between the ‘Event 1’ connector on signal generator and the ‘Trigger in’ 
connector on logic analyzer. This ‘Event 1’ trigger set in ADS will make the logic analyzer 
wait for the signal generator to start sending signal and at that moment the record process 
is started.  

   The difference between the time when signal generator start sending data (Event trigger 
is sent out at that time) and the time where the first bit of the signal is received by the logic 
analyzer can be considered as a delay. It is caused by the time it takes for the signal to 
pass from the Sig. Gen. through RF3000 arriving to the gate of the logic analyzer. So the 
big part of this delay is due to RF3000 internal blocks. 

   This delay appeared to be not significant enough to affect our recorded signal. The 
reason this delay is negligible is that we always start recording the signal in the guard 
period of the first burst as seen in the beginnings of the 3 recorded signals in Figure 6.3. It 
means that the delay is smaller than this ramp up period. And that delay is fairly small to 
be compensated in SEVED equalizer – The BER results later will prove that – In fact the 
equalizer in SEVED has more than 3 bits compensation capability. 

   The recorded signal on logic analyzer shows the 5 GSM frames in Figure 7.4. The signal 
keeps repeating itself by default setting in Sig. Gen each 11.53 ms since we are sending 4 
bursts in each frame in that 5 frames signal. 

5 frames * 4 bursts/frame * 577 µs = 11.53 ms 
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Figure 7.4 - Part of the recorded signal showing the replay of the first burst at 11.53 ms 
 

   In the guard period, the transmitted amplitude is ramped up from zero to a constant 
value over the useful period of a burst and then ramped down to zero again between 2 
consecutive bursts.  

   This guard period is clearly represented by a noise signal on the logic analyzer between 
the bursts. This noise is represented by a fast variation between ‘1’s and ‘0’s in the 
recorded sequence and corresponds to the white parts present in the recording (Figure 
7.2). The length of these noise white parts is dependent on the power level of our signal, 
the higher the power level, the longer the white parts are. 

  The 3 tail bits are quite clear to see in the signal (Figure 7.5) as well before and after the 
Guard period. The same bits are used in the beginning and the end of each burst in I and 
Q signal. The tail bits (TB) at the beginning define ("flag") the start of a burst. The tail bits 
at the end define the end of a burst. 

 

 

Figure 7.5 - Part of the signal showing Tail bits repeated in the different bursts 
 

7.3 The Oversampling in RF3000 

   Since the RF input to RF3000 is a standard GSM signal running at 270.833 KBits/s, and 
the output data bit rate out from RF3000  is 13 Mbit/s, the over sampling rate in RF3000 is 
then 48, 

270.833 Kbits/s * 48 = 13 Mbit/s. 

   And that over sampling can be seen in the signal captured on logic analyzer. The clock 
period is running over many sampling points for each bit. A zoomed look into the signal is 
shown in Figure 7.6. The Clock in RF3000 is the third signal below called time [17]. 
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Figure 7.6 - Zoom on the sampling time, RF3000 clock in RX mode 
 

7.4 Logic Analyzer File Formats 

   Four formats can be used when saving files on logic analyzer; we have chosen the 
ASCII file format that contains 3 columns information: I data, Q data and Time data. This 
one seemed easy to process for reading the file, since the information is separated by 
space characters. This file looks 4 times bigger than the other formats since it contains 
many space characters to write the file in a 3 columns shape.  

    For instance, 20 ms file length recorded on Logic analyzer in the ASCII format took 
about 17 Mbytes and a 1.2 s file took about 1 Gigabytes using the same format.    

   In further works, our plan is to use and process the other file format (.CSV, comma 
separated value format; ALB, Module Binary File) and this could be a good time and 
memory saving compared to the ASCII file we are using now.  
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8 Signal Sweeps 

   The system verifies signals in different frequency, amplitude and waveforms, multiple 
signal files need to be sent to the Signal Generator. Therefore it is much more efficient to 
create sweep functionalities to send different waveforms of signals and set them into 
different frequencies and amplitudes. In this chapter, two different approaches are 
demonstrated and analyzed.  

8.1 Built-in Sweep Function 

8.1.1 Parameter of Sweep Function 

   The Agilent MXG N5182 Signal Generator has a built-in sweep function that allows the 
user to define a sweep . Sweeps both based on step and list are available.  Figure 8.1 
below shows all the adjustable parameters in the sweep function main panel.  

 

Figure 8.1 – Sweep Control Panels 

   The important parameters that engaged in building up our system are described as the 
following: 

  Sweep: Three options in this parameter are frequency, amplitude and waveform. The 
user can activate one or more these options. If one option is activated, the instrument will 
only sweep through it by either step or list settings. If more options are activated, the 
instrument will start a nested Sweep. For instance, if both frequency and amplitude options 
are turned on, the instrument will sweep all the possible combinations of frequency and 
amplitude values from either step or list setting. In this project, a nested sweep through 
frequency, amplitude and waveform is required. 

  Sweep Type: Two sweep types, List and Step can be specified.  While List is chosen, the 
sweep points will be loaded from the sweep list, where the user can specify every single 
sweep point with different frequency, amplitude, waveform and dwell time settings. While 
Step is chosen, the user will need to specify a fixed value for frequency and amplitude. 
This value will be used as an incremental for each sweep point as the sweep going on. In 
this project, List is chosen for making the sweep points at discrete frequency bands and 
amplitudes 

  Sweep Repeat: While the Single mode is selected, the sweep will only run once and then 
stop. Otherwise the instrument will perform a continuous sweep loop.  

Single Sweep: this option is available when Sweep Repeat set to Single. Press this bottom 
will restart the sweep and run it once. 
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Configure List Sweep: In this option the user can build up a sweep list and specify all the 
necessary parameters in the list. More detailed settings will be demonstrated in the next 
section. 

Sweep Trigger and Point Trigger: Triggers for synchronizing the sweep and every sweep 
point, respectively. Proper settings here control the Logic Analyzer to capture a correct 
signal. More details will be in the next section. 

Sweep Direction: This option will determine the sweep going from the first sweep point to 
the last one or the other way around. 

Trigger out Polarity:  Positive trigger will generate a trigger signal at 5V, whereas negative 
trigger will generate it at -5V. 

8.1.2 Building up the sweep 

   To be able to build up a sweep, the first step is to configure the sweep list. The sweep 
list configuration interface is shown in figure 8.2. The user needs to specify every sweep 
point a frequency, amplitude, waveform and dwell time. When editing waveform, it will 
redirect user to the arbitrary waveform generator signal library, where all the signals are 
stored as files, including user defined signals, which in our case, are the signals 
downloaded from ADS.  

   Dwell time controls the duration of time a sweep point will occupy. In order to record the 
entire signal, dwell time need to be set at least long enough for the signal replaying once. 
After the signal replayed once, it will start to repeat itself until reaching the end of dwell 
time, and then the sweep will move to next sweep point. 

   Sweep lists can be saved as configuration files and loaded. 

 

Figure 8.2 – Sweep List Setup 

   Trigger out is the next step after the sweep list is built. The trigger is sent to the Logic 
Analyzer and will start the signal recording there. Two types of triggers are available as 
mentioned in last section, Sweep Trigger and Point Trigger. Our intention is to assign each 
signal in the sweep a trigger so the Logic Analyzer will be able to record them accordingly 
and separately. Therefore, point triggers applied. Figure 8.3 below shows the settings for 
point trigger. There are five different triggering methods the user can choose.  

Free Run: While Free Run is specified, the sweep will be executed as soon as the user 
presses the Single Sweep button, or it will start immediately when the sweep is set to be 
continuous running. No triggering signal will be sent out when this is activated. 
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Trigger Key: There is a trigger key at the front control panel of the instrument. Triggering 
signal will be sent out as soon as the user press this key manually, and the signal of this 
sweep point will start to run at the same time. 

Bus: The sweep point can also be triggered using GPIB, LAN or USB input. The trigger out 
signal from Signal Generator will be sent out as soon as it detects a GPIB, LAN or USB 
input. 

Ext: Activating this option will set the Signal Generator to send out a triggering signal as 
soon as it receives an external triggering signal from its trig in port on the rear panel.  

Timer Trigger: The user will be required to input a time period. The trigger will be sent out 
periodically according to this parameter. 

 

Figure 8.3 – Point Trigger Control Panel 

   Trigger key is applied here for a simple test mode of several sweep points. It is easy to 
start a sweep point by a manual trigger and observed if correct data is obtained in the 
Logic Analyzer. It is also easy to change the manual trigger key to external trigger to 
enable triggers from any other instruments, such as Logic Analyzer. 

8.1.3 Header of Signal Files 

   The signal files sent to Signal Generator in this project contain only numerical I and Q 
data. When a signal file is sent into the arbitrary waveform generator, related parameters 
for controlling the signal, such as sampling clock and runtime scaling, are set to proper 
values in ADS and are sent to the Signal Generator as well. The signal is retrieved by 
running all the data under the control of these parameters. If a waveform sweep is applied, 
switching between different signal files is required, and these parameters need to be saved 
in some way with the signal files to be able to run the signal in a correct way. 

   The information of the parameters controlling the signal can be saved by using the 
header utilities . Figure 8.4 shows the header utilities panel. Current instrument settings 
can be saved as a header of the signal files by pressing the “Save Setup to Header” 
button. By doing so, these controlling parameters are loaded before the corresponding 
signal is running. Therefore the signal is retrieved correctly while sweeping. 
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Figure 8.4 – Header Utilities 

8.1.4 Sweep List Test 

   The test procedure is simple and effective. First a sweep list with several different signals 
is inputted. The dwell time of these signals are set to be long enough to observe the signal, 
for example, 10 seconds. Then assign every sweep point a trigger key. After these settings 
the RF output of Signal Generator is connected to a Signal Analyzer. 

   After the sweep has been started, pressing the trigger key brings the first signal in the 
sweep list into the screen of Signal Analyzer immediately. After the specified dwell time, 
pressing the trigger key brings the second signal on. Keep repeating this procedure we 
observed all the signals in our sweep list accordingly.  

8.2 Sweep Schematic in ADS 

8.2.1 Necessary Components for Sweep 

   Started from the Schematic shown in figure 5.1, the system now requires additional 
functions for a nested sweep on frequency, amplitude and waveform. To be able to 
achieve such a nested sweep, several ADS components for controlling the sweep behavior 
are the keys to success.  

ParamSweep: This component and its configuration panel are shown in figure 8.5. It 
creates a variable and configures the sweep behavior for this variable.  In its sweep 
configuration tag, the user can specify the variable for sweep in “Parameter to sweep”. 
Parameter sweep settings are available when “use sweep plan” option is not being 
checked. Here the user can configure the sweep type to be either linear or logarithm, and 
the where the sweep starts and ends, as well as step size. However, in this thesis, sweep 
plan is used to enable the sweep only for desired points, for instance, 4 GSM bands 
800MHz/900MHz/1800MHz/1900MHz. The component for sweep plan has more advanced 
configurations for creating more complicated sweep behaviors, and is introduced later in 
this section. In the Simulations tag, the user can specify a name for simulation to enable 
the parameter sweep nesting to another. 
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Figure 8.5 – Parameter Sweep Component 

SweepPlan: This component provides more detailed and advanced sweep behavior 
control. To enable this component, the user needs to check “use sweep plan” and select 
corresponding name of the sweep plan component in parameter sweep settings. Sweep 
type can be specified in this component to be linear, logarithm or single point. Apparently 
single point sweep is suitable for this thesis. Individual frequency points, for instance, can 
be added to the list, which is shown in figure 8.6. 

 

Figure 8.6 – Sweep Plan Compoent 

DataAccessComponent(DAC): This component provides the possibility to access different 
files, which in our case, I and Q data files, through the administration of mdf file. In the mdf 
file the user can create a list of desired files names and index. The index can be used as a 
part of the nested sweep, thus this component will load in data files controlled by the index 
number and its corresponding names. More detailed setups for the mdf file and this 
component are analyzed in the next section. Figure 8.7 is a DAC component. 
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DataAccessComponent
DAC1

iVal1=FileIndex
iVar1="INDEX"
ExtrapMode=Interpolation Mode
InterpDom=Rectangular
InterpMode=Index Lookup
Type=Discrete
File="H:\Thesis\File_input_GSM_prj\data\FileDataI.mdf"

DAC

 

Figure 8.7 – Data Access Component 

8.2.2 mdf File Setup and Data Access Configurations 

   mdf files are used for DAC components to administrate multiple data files that the user is 
willing to included in a sweep. The mdf file is generally a file contains the information of 
index numbers and file names. The mdf file has a format like this: 

 
BEGIN DSCRDATA 
% INDEX FILENAME 
0 File_1.txt 
1 File_2.txt 
2 File_3.txt 
END 

   The first line is a header to specify the data type. In our case we need to sweep on 
different files, therefore mdf file type is discrete data. In the second line we specified items 
of the table that contains enough information to control the sweep. Index is represented by 
integers started from 0; each index number has a corresponding file name. This file name 
can be either existing or not. If the file name exists, the file can be load in, otherwise it will 
be created. Since our signal files are stored in I and Q data in separated files, two DACs 
are used with the same index number to sweep on these files in pairs. There is also 
another DAC used for creating files and saving waveforms separately in the Signal 
Generator. 

   After the mdf file is created, the variable name and values of it need to be set. In this 
case, as described above, the variable for controlling the sweep is index, and the possible 
value is defined as a variable so that it can be controlled by the parameter sweep 
component. Therefore an index sweep is achieved and ADS can thus access the 
corresponding file by its name.  

8.2.3 Building up the Sweep Schematic 

   Using the components described above, it is possible to build up a nested sweep of 
frequency, amplitude and waveform.  
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   First, three parameter sweep components are needed for sweeping on different 
frequency bands, power levels and signal files. These sweeps are nested by setting the 
simulations to perform in a chain (in simulation tag of parameter sweep component. See 
figure 7.5). For example, simulation to perform of frequency bands sweep is set to “DF”, 
which is the data flow component for controlling the whole simulation. Then the simulation 
to perform of power level sweep is nested to frequency band, and simulation to perform of 
signal file sweep is nested to power level. 

   Second, two sweep plans are created for precise control of frequency bands and power 
levels. Single sweep points are added in the plan to make sure the sweep will only go 
through on desired frequency bands and power levels. The signal file sweep does not 
need this because it can be organized easily with an integer index number increasing from 
0. 

   Third, variables for sweep should be created and initialized. Apparently three variables 
are needed here, they are frequency, power level and file index. Variables for accessing 
signal files under control of DAC need also be created in such a pattern, loading in I data 
for example: 

FileI=file {DAC1, “FILENAME”} 

   The variable “FileI” will be pointed to the corresponding file which has its name included 
the mdf file. The “FileI” variable is affected by index sweep. Therefore it will point to the 
correct file automatically in the mdf file list. 

   Trigger is also required in this sweep schematic to tell the Logic Analyzer to start 
recording in a correct moment. Event trigger is applied in this schematic. Event trigger is 
also a pulse signal similar to trigger out signal. The only difference is its voltage is 2.85V 
and always positive. To enable the event trigger, just simply open the configuration panel 
of CM component for Signal Generator, and choose “EventTrigger” and set it to be 
“Event1”. The event trigger will be sent out automatically every time when the signal start 
to run its fist data point. The complete schematic is shown in figure 8.8 below: 
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Figure 8.8 Signal Sweep Schematic 
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8.2.4 Sweep Schematic Test 

   The test is done by using three different frequency and power level, two different signal 
files. Clicking the simulation button we observed processing progress bar on the screen of 
Signal Generator. The sweep first went through all three different frequencies with the 
same power level and signal file, then the power level was set to the second value in the 
sweep plan, after that all the three different frequencies are applied again. When finished 
all the possible combinations of these three different frequencies and amplitudes, the 
second signal files are loaded and the sweep repeated for all frequencies and amplitudes.  

   Working as intended, this test gave us 18 different sweep points in a row, reflecting all 
the possible combination for three frequencies, three amplitudes and two pairs of signal 
files. 

8.3 Sweep List versus Sweep Schematic 

   Both the two approaches described in this chapter are applicable for our thesis. To 
choose which one is not a question that can be answered in a second. Both of them have 
their own advantages and drawbacks. They are analyzed below and our decision is made 
based on the analysis. 

   The advantage for the built-in sweep list in the instrument is obvious. It has a quite 
straightforward and friendly interface: it has accurate dwell time control and it does not 
require a download every time when it comes to a new sweep point. The interface is quiet 
convenient for the user to input all the necessary information in a well-organized window. 
The accurate dwell time control gives the user an opportunity to make proper settings for 
every single sweep point respectively. When the signal files are having big difference in 
length, this setting will make the system behavior more predictable in time.  Besides, as 
soon as after the user sent in all the signal files, the sweep made by this built-in sweep list 
will switch between all the signal files in its own RAM. Whereas in a sweep schematic, 
even frequency or amplitude change does not change anything of the numerical signal 
data file, it requires a transmission of the signal file attached with frequency and amplitude 
information from ADS to Signal Generator anyway. 

   On the other hand, our intention is to integrate all the system parameter control into 
ADS.  This is because, after the system is complete, it is inconvenient for the user to set all 
necessary parameters without going back and forth between the computer and the 
instruments. This problem will become more serious if the instrument is remotely 
controlled, which is very probable since it is very easy to take control of any instrument 
connected to LAN or even Internet with the help of Connection Manager Software. Though 
SCPI command provides the possibility to control the sweep list through ADS, the 
schematic will become very blurry if the sweep contains many sweep points due to the 
reason that the user can use only one component to accomplish the communication using 
SCPI command in ADS schematic. 

   The Sweep schematic has its own merits which made us decided to adopt this solution 
eventually. First of all, the user does not need to do anything about the Signal Generator 
after it is connected properly. All necessary parameters to control the sweep such as 
frequency, amplitude, signal files settings and trigger, are integrated into the schematic. 
The components and settings are well-aligned in a logical way. It is also easier for the user 
to develop the system even further by adding more components and variables. Therefore 
this solution is also more advanced in flexibility and extensibility. Besides, it does not 
require the user to send the signal files into the Signal Generator before running the 
simulation. All that the user needs to do, when there comes more signal files, is to add 
those file names into the list of mdf file and put all the signal files into that folder.  
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   However, dwell time for each sweep point is not able to be specified. This means when 
signal files with different length are required to involve in the same sweep, the simulation 
length can only be set to fulfill the signal with the largest length. This is a waste of time for 
small signals. Another time consuming behavior of the schematic is it requires a signal file 
download from ADS to Signal Generator every sweep point, even there is no change in 
signal file but only frequency or amplitude differences. Fortunately, considering the Logic 
Analyzer also requires a lot of time to record the signal – it needs even more time than the 
ADS and Signal Generator does – this is not noticeable when the whole system is running. 
In a word, comparing between these two approaches, the merits of ADS schematic is more 
practical though it requires more runtime. The Sweep List, on the other hand, can still be 
reserved as a good alternative while testing the system. 
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9 Interface in SEVED for Exporting and Importing Signal Data Files 

9.1 Exporting I and Q float Data 

   Since this system is developed for testing the receiver, exported I and Q data should be 
after the channel block (GERAN) in SEVED. This is done by adding a piece of code 
(Appendix B) in the main function of SEVED, after the interface of the channel and before 
RF. 

   First a data sink pointer is created and a text file is opened. Two array vectors in the 
channel contain I and Q data respectively. They are “modulator_real[ ]” and 
“modulator_imag[ ]”. Since inside channel, RF, RXIF and equalizer blocks, SEVED 
processes all the data burst by burst, those two array vectors have a dimension of 7488. 
This is 48 over sample rate times 156 bits, which is the length of one GSM burst. I and Q 
data are thus written into a text file and saved separately. 

   The reason to export I and Q data in such a format is to fulfill the format requirement in 
ADS. In the earlier work of this system, we have a file generated by SEVED department 
that contains both I and Q and other information such as time and sample numbers. We 
had to read out these data into different vectors using MATLAB, and then save the two 
vectors containing I and Q data into separated text files. Now with adding the code in 
SEVED, it is possible to dump I and Q data directly into two text files when SEVED is 
running, without any header and only a space between each data point. This type of file 
format matches exactly what ADS requires.  

9.2 Importing I and Q binary Data (txt file) 

   Importing data is more difficult to achieve because of mainly two reasons. The first one is 
the Algorithm of taking data into RXIF block is slightly different than in the other blocks. 
The second reason is the Logic Analyzer record the data in a file with a certain format that 
is not very convenient to process in this case. 

   We created code after RF block and before RXIF block in SEVED (Appendix C). The 
general idea of the code is to import binary data recorded by Logic Analyzer. These ones 
and zeros will overwrite the output of RF block. By doing so, the RF block in the code is 
actually replaced by our ADS based system, which is intended. Therefore, a complete 
chain of data flow is created. The signal is first exported before RF block, then fed into our 
ADS based system. After the RF ASIC, i.e. RF3000, processed the signal, it is imported 
again into SEVED for calculating BER. The performance of the ASIC can then be 
evaluated. 

   The algorithm at RXIF block differs from other blocks because it requires writing the first 
burst twice. However, the signal file we exported has only one first burst. The dimension of 
the array vector that we feed data in, rxif_real and rxif_imag, is 2*48*156 samples, which is 
the amount of samples for two bursts. Therefore in our code, the first step is an “if” 
statement that determines if it is the first burst. If so, write first burst twice in the array 
vector; if not, write only one new burst in the first half of the array vector and feed all the 
rest of it with zeros. 
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   The file structure is demonstrated in figure 9.2. This is a fragment of how the file looks. 
First there are 6 lines of trash data that is not wanted to be imported. From the sixth line, I 
and Q data appears at the first and twenty-third position of the line, these ones and zeros 
are taken out and fed into the corresponding array vectors of RXIF block. Since SEVED 
processes 7488 samples per burst, but this clock of RF3000 is 13MHz, which resulting in 
7500 samples per burst, 12 samples are abandoned per burst. This is not considered a 
reason to bring unacceptable inaccuracy into the system because it is only ¼ of one bit 
and can be handled well by SEVED code. 

 

Figure 9.1 – Fragment of Recorded Signal 

9.3 BER Test for Five-Frame Transmitted Signal 

   These are the BER calculation results in SEVED using a 5 frames based transmitted file 
with a S1G propagation condition. The following SEVED command is used for that 
purpose: 

jiessess testrun1_debug 0 S1G -p nrofframes 5 -p nrofbursts 20 -n 100 

   The signal is sent at different power levels and here is the list of BER simulations 
acquired for each: 

 

Power Level (dBm) BER  (%) 
-20 0 

-30 0 

-40 0 

-80 0 

-90 0 
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-98 0 

-100 0 

-101 1.508 

-102 0.143 

-103 0 

-104 0.431 

-105 2.909 

-106 1.401 

-107 5.423 

-108 4.166 

-109 7.507 

-110 12.751 

 

   These BER values are not accurate enough since the fewer frames we have in the 
simulation, less BER calculation resolution we will have. These values are acquired over a 
5 frames signal.  

   From the 5-frame simulation, it is obvious to see that the system is working. These BER 
values are reasonable and acceptable. However, for a much better accuracy, different 
simulations in SEVED will be running later over bigger files and using several 
optimizations. 

9.4 Importing and Exporting Multiple Files 

9.4.1 Hardware Limitations 

  Since a system for BER calculation has been created, instead of running 20-burst test, 
much longer signals are required to be able to obtain an accurate BER. According to the 
internal standard of Ericsson, 20k-burst simulation is their requirement to have a precise 
BER output.  However, it is not possible to send such a big signal file to the Signal 
Generator. With the resolution of our signal, i.e. 7488 sample points per burst; it is able to 
send maximum 436 bursts to the Signal Generator. More data will cause an error since it 
excesses the limit of the hardware. Therefore, a big signal have to be split into fragments 
and stored into different files of each smaller than the Signal Generator limitation. Further, 
the interface of importing or exporting data needs to be developed in order to support 
multiple files. 
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9.4.2 Realization 

  The code for handling multiple files is attached in Appendix D. In the code we specified 
400 bursts as the amount of data in one recorded file. The algorithm for multiple file import 
and export is generally based on the same idea of the code for single signal file. However, 
a name pool is created for generating different file names according to burst number so 
that multiple files can be imported or exported. For instance, the code below is for 
generating file names according to burst number for feeding in data. 

sprintf(LAFileNamePool, "LA_Burst_%d.alb", fileNameID); 

  In this expression, character array LAFileNamePool has the name pattern 
LA_Burst_0.alb. The burst number will be generated automatically during the simulation 
and start to read a new file every 400 bursts. 

  After execution of SEVED, multiple files will be created or imported in the executable 
directory. 
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10 Optimization 

10.1 Aim of Optimization 

  Till now a system that is able to process very big signal file and calculate BER has been 
achieved. However, it is not very efficient in memory usage and time consumption. In 
practice, typically memory is not a serious problem since at most it only needs investment 
for some more hardware and usually these do not cost too much. On the other hand, time 
consumption is always the most difficult parameter to optimize and it is also the most 
critical one in many cases.  

  The optimization done in this these was mainly focusing on reducing the time 
consumption. This is because, while the system is up for practical usage, i.e. BER 
calculation over typically 20k bursts, 10 power levels, 12 frequency bands and 21 
propagation conditions, it requires tremendous time to calculate the BER. Therefore, even 
a small percentage of improvement in time consumption will result in a considerable 
absolute time reduction. In the next sections, the time consumption of the entire system 
will be analyzed and compared against each other to find out where is the bottleneck of the 
system. Then method for reducing the time consumption is described. 

10.2 Bottlenecks of the System 

  Aiming for reducing overall time consumption for our system, the first step needed is to 
discover and separate several most time-consuming operations. In our system there are 
four time-consuming parts that can be observed easily. In the next sections, they are 
described and analyzed. Almost all of these operations involve writing data onto the hard 
disk. The time loss in the RAM operation and transmission path is negligible comparing to 
that in the hard disk. The time estimation is for a typical accurate sensitivity simulation, i.e. 
the simulation using 20k bursts over 1frequency band and 10 power levels.  

  Note that the system speed is heavily hardware dependent. All the tests were carried out 
using the hardware available. It can vary if other types of hardware were applied. 

10.2.1 Generation of Signal Files 

  This is the first operation while the entire system is running. Numerical I and Q signal 
data are generated by SEVED and exported as txt files in the hard disk. This operation is 
done in the computer cluster, which makes it is hard to estimate the time consumption due 
to the reason that the performance depends on various factors such as cluster workload, 
waiting time in the queue and how many CPUs are allocated for processing. Since in the 
future the system will be running in several dedicated computers instead of the public 
cluster, we only concern the CPU time. This time information can be easily acquired from 
the e-mail feedback of the cluster. A fragment of e-mail feedback is demonstrated below: 
 
Your job looked like: 
 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
# LSBATCH: User input 
SigFileGenerator -control 
scf_nrofframes_400_nrofbursts_1600_ebn0_ctoi_input/0_S1_01.scf > 
res_nrofframes_400_nrofbursts_1600_ebn0_ctoi_input/0_S1_01.dat 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Successfully completed. 
 
Resource usage summary: 
 
CPU time   :     79.51 sec. 
Max Memory :        11 MB 
Max Swap   :        30 MB 
 
Max Processes  :         4 
Max Threads    :         4 

  This is a test run over 400 frames (or 1600 bursts). The CPU time was 79.51 seconds. 
On the other hand, we confirmed that the time consumption increases linearly as the 
number of simulated bursts increases with the engineers from SEVED department. 
Therefore, a conclusion can be made that running an accurate sensitivity simulation will 
consume 17 minutes. 

10.2.2 Transmission of a Signal File from ADS to Signal Generator 

  As mentioned in early chapters, there is a hardware limitation of transmitting the signal 
file from ADS to the Signal Generator. Files with a length more than 436 bursts are not 
able to be sent. Therefore, we created the interface in SEVED that writes the signal into 
multiple files of each 400 bursts if a big signal is simulated. 

  According to the test that we have run, the average time required for the signal file 
transmission is 1 minute 10 seconds. It means for the typical sensitivity simulation, 9.6 
hours are required since there will be 50 files and 10 amplitudes. 

10.2.3 Recording the Signal Using Logic Analyzer 

  This is the most time consuming part before any optimization. On the other hand, this is 
also the most memory consuming part in the system. In our first approach of creating the 
interface for importing the signal file, text files were selected due to the reason that they 
are very straightforward in the structure of format, which makes it fairly easy to create a 
piece of corresponding C++ code. However, with such type of file, it takes approximately 
3.5 minutes to record a 400-burst file on the hard disk and this file occupies 280M memory. 
Therefore, if we are running the typical sensitivity test, this operation will take 29.2 hours 
and 13.7G memory of the hard disk. 

  The optimization was mainly carried out in this part since it is significantly more time and 
memory consumption comparing to all the other parts. 

10.2.4 Feeding in Signal Files and BER Calculations 

  This part contains the operation of reading the recorded file back into SEVED and 
calculating the BER. Similar to the signal file generation part, the time consumption of this 
one can also be obtained by the e-mail feedback from the cluster. Our test result shows 
that 16 seconds are required for one file (400bursts). Therefore the time required for 
running the typical sensitivity test will be 2.22 hours. 
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10.2.5 Possible Effective Solution for Optimization 

  According to the description of bottlenecks in the system above, it is clear to see that 
SEVED operations are less time consuming than instrument operations. However, since 
SEVED has been developed and optimized for quite a long time, it is almost impossible for 
us to optimize its performance even further. On the other hand, it is also very difficult to 
optimize the speed of writing or reading a text file from hard disk. Therefore, there is not 
much space for us to optimize those two parts. There are only two possible ways to 
enhance the performance of SEVED related operations: one is to use dedicated 
computers with faster CPUs. Apparently this requires investment on hardware. The other 
one is to use data streams instead of data files. This is out of scope of our thesis since a 
real time system with such complexity needs much more personnel and time to achieve. 

  The most time and memory consuming part is the recording signal operation in the Logic 
Analyzer. It also restricts the overall performance of the system core because the Signal 
Generator has to wait for the recording operation finished on the Logic Analyzer before 
sending out the next signal. Therefore, as soon as the time consumption of the Logic 
Analyzer is more than the Signal Generator, optimizing the transmission efficiency to the 
Signal Generator will not gain any time. 

  Therefore, the optimization of the system was focused on reducing the time and memory 
consumption of recording signal files by the Logic Analyzer. 

10.3 File Formats of Logic Analyzer 

  Through further investigation it is discovered that the most effective and convenient way 
to reduce the time and memory consumption is to adopt more efficient type of recorded 
file. There are 4 different options of formats in the Logic Analyzer. They are Standard 
Comma Separated File (csv file), Comma Separated File with headers, ASCII text file (txt 
file) and Module Binary File (alb file) .  

  Text file was the one we selected at the first try of creating the interface. The structure of 
this type of file has been demonstrated in figure 8.2. It has a very simple and 
straightforward structure; therefore it is very convenient for us to create the code of 
interface. The time for recording 400 bursts in such format is 3.5 minutes and the file size 
is 280M. 

  Standard Comma Separated File is ASCII coded. This type of file contains sample 
number, I data, Q data, clock data and time. All these parameters are separated by 
commas. The time for recording 400 bursts in such format is 3.8 minutes and the file size 
is 74.6M. 

  Comma Separated File with headers is similar to the standard csv file. The only 
difference is it contains a header of information. The information typically includes date, 
data type, data variable type and data length. The time for recording 400 bursts in such 
format is 4 minutes and the size is 113M 
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  Module Binary File consists of mainly two parts: an ASCII coded header and binary data. 
This file is not as easy as the previous ones for creating an import interface because 
binary data cannot be displayed correctly using common editors such as Notepad or Excel. 
The code we have created for text file can be easily modified for csv file since they are all 
ASCII coded. But to create the code for processing such type of file, more modifications 
need to be done since the conditions of controlling reading file are no longer valid in binary 
file. On the other hand, this type of file has huge advantages in both time and memory 
consumption. The time for recording 400 bursts in such format is 51 seconds and the size 
is 60M. 

10.4 Realization of Optimization 

  Our first approach was to replace the text files by csv files. This can easily be done by 
modify some parameters in the code since the algorithms are identical.  In the text file, I 
and Q data points are located at the 0th and 22nd positions in every line whereas they are 
at 0th and 2nd in csv files. The other difference is the header. Headers are traded as 
unwanted data and the content of it is thrown away after the file has been opened. There 
are 6 lines are abandoned in the text file and only 1 line in the csv file. 

  By using the csv file, memory consumption considerably decreased. For the typical 
sensitivity test, 13.7G memory is required for storing text files from Logic Analyzer. The 
memory consumption is reduced 381% to 3.6G. This makes it possible to run the 
simulation using the hardware available. However, time consumption slightly increased 
since the csv file takes a bit more time to write. 

  In order to reduce the time consumption without increasing the memory consumption, 
binary file must be used. To create an interface for importing binary data, part of the 
algorithm needs to be modified. According to the information provided by Agilent support 
team regarding binary file format, the binary data is stored in blocks with a length 15 bytes 
of each for our case. Within this block, there are 5 bytes for sample number, 1 byte for I 
data, 1 byte for Q data, 1 byte for clock data and 8 bytes for time information.  Therefore, 
an algorithm was created by allocating a block of 15 bytes and feeding in data block by 
block. Each time the algorithm takes out 15 bytes as a block and I and Q data are 
included. Then a pointer to this block would pick up the 2 bytes of I and Q data and then 
feed these data into corresponding vector of RXIF input arguments. There is also a header 
in this file, which is unwanted and in ASCII. The old code for processing ASCII file was still 
valid here and after getting rid of 19 unwanted lines in this file, the file pointer would be set 
to the beginning of the binary data automatically. 

  By applying binary data format, it only requires 7.1 hours to run a typical sensitivity 
simulation. Comparing to text files, this gains 22.1 hours, which is a 411% increase in 
speed, as well as a 12.3% reduction in memory requirement.  

  The overall time consumption of the system is demonstrated in figure 10.1. The blue 
blocks are time consumption before optimization and the red ones are after. It is obvious to 
see the time consumption for recording the signal into files by the Logic Analyzer was 
significantly higher than all the other parts, whereas the time consumption of this part 
decreased considerably after optimization. Since the time it takes for sending signal to the 
Signal Generator and recording signal into files are affecting and limiting each other, it is 
suggested the aim of optimization in the future should be focused on reducing the time of 
sending the signal from ADS to the Signal Generator.  
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Figure 10.1 – Time Consumption and Optimized Time Consumption 
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11 Results and Conclusions 

11.1 Internal Variance of the System 

  The system accuracy is mostly depending on the number of bursts involved in simulation. 
The less the bursts involved, the lower the accuracy will be. To be able to achieve a better 
accuracy of BER result without running a huge signal which will occupy too much time, the 
simulations have been run 3 times over 1600 bursts and the average of them was has 
been calculated. According to 3GPP specification, BER shall not excess 2.4% above -
102dBm [2]. Table 11.1 is the BER output of the system of measuring RF3000 at 936MHz 
with static propagation condition. Figure 11.1 is the BER curve based on the data of table 
12.1. 

Power Level (dBm) BER Record 1 BER Record 2 BER Record3 

-100 0,00326232 0,00236478 0.00155323 

-101 0,00512189 0,00506277 0.0015801 

-102 0,00723407 0,00925488 0.00715883 

-103 0,0118131 0,0115014 0.0108189 

-104 0,0179884 0,0148874 0.0119475 

-105 0,0272057 0,0274905 0.028157 

-106 0,0339131 0,0381912 0.0346709 

-107 0,0586841 0,0547715 0.0575608 

-108 0,0754902 0,0892274 0.0858844 

-109 0,10921 0,109726 0.107361 

-110 0,13009 0,128391 0.123458 

Table 11.1 – BER of 1600 bursts at 936MHz (S1G) 
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Figure 11.1 – BER Curve and System Variance 

From figure 12.1, it is clear to see the variance of the system. Those three BER curves are 
similar in shape but with random variance so they are not identical and do not overlap 
each other.  

11.2 1600 Bursts Sensitivity Simulation 

The sensitivity test has been done and compared against the original simulation result of 
SEVED, where a simulated RF3000 located. Figure 11.2 is the BER curved of simulated 
RF3000 and hardware RF3000 respectively. 
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Figure 11.2 – 1600 Bursts Simulation 

   

  Due to the reason that only 1600 bursts were involved in the simulation, and the average 
was calculated based on only 3 simulations, the accuracy is not enough to obtain a smooth 
curve. The shape of the curve will be much closer to the reference if the number of 
simulated bursts increased or averaged points increased. 

   

 

  By introducing a 2dB offset to the reference, apparently these two curves are almost 
overlapping each other and the shift is eliminated. This is demonstrated in figure 11.3. 
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Figure 11.3 – 1600 Bursts Sensitivity Simulation (2dB Offset in Simulated BER curve) 

11.3 1600 Bursts Blocking Simulation 

  Blocking is one of the most important parameters for evaluating the performance of the 
receiver. In this simulation, +3MHz blocking has been carried out. An unwanted sine wave 
located 3MHz above the carrier frequency of the GSM signal. The GSM signal was set to 
be 936MHz and -99dBm, as required in the 3GPP specification. A power sweep of the 
unwanted sine wave has been carried out to find out at which level the BER would 
increase to 2.4%. According to 3GPP specification, for 3MHz blocking, the BER should be 
lower then 2.4% while the unwanted sine wave below the power level of -23dBm. In figure 
11.4 Marker 1 is indicating the unwanted signal Power level at + 3MHz offset meanwhile 
marker 2 is pointing to the GSM Signal at 936 MHz with a -99 dBm power level, which is 
merged in the noise. 
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Figure 11.4 – 3 MHz Blocking Test 

 

Similar to the sensitivity simulation, 3 simulations have been done and the average has 
been calculated for acquiring a more accurate result. Table 11.2 shows the measured data 
of three simulations and figure 11.5 shows the BER curve. 

Level of Uwanted 
Signal (dBm) BER Record 1 BER Record 2 BER Record 3 

-18 0.0479835 0.0465216 0.0446997 

-19 0.025287 0.0261093 0.0246797 

-20  0.0148067 0.0104265 0.0131353 

-21 0.00747592 0.00672349 0.00513802 

-22 0.00470806 0.00540674 0.00425123 

-23 0.00520251 0.00472418 0.0050359 

-24 0.0015586 0.00272487 0.00390726 

-25 0.00353642 0.00296672 0.00457907 

-26 0.00248302  0.00255826  0.00287535 

-27 0.00275712 0.0012845 0.00220354 

-28 0.00166072 0.00267112 0.00305271 

Table 11.2 – 1600 Bursts Blocking Simulation 
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Figure 11.5 – 1600 Bursts Blocking Simulation 

11.4 Conclusion 

The system is valid for verifying the performance of a RF ASIC through BER calculations. 
By running the simulation over a certain amount of bursts, the performance of the RF ASIC 
can be reflected properly and accurately through these BER results. The system speed is 
within an acceptable range for practical usage of BER calculations. 
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12 Discussions and Suggestions for Future Work 

  The project is oriented for long term usage. Therefore after the thesis, the development of 
the project is far from finished. The work has been done in the thesis established the 
foundations of communicating with instruments using ADS and Connected Solutions, 
implanting the ASIC into such a system, and creating the interface in SEVED which make 
it possible to calculate BER using hardware measurement data.  

  In this chapter, we evaluate and analyze several typical features of the system and parts 
that need to be further developed. Suggestions are given for further work orientation. 

12.1 Result Evaluation and Analysis 

  In the sensitivity test, the variance will be minimized as the number of bursts involved in 
simulation increasing. The red curve is the average of all three measurements. Much 
smoother curve can be obtained but either averaging more simulation results or simulation 
with much bigger signals. The time consumption of this simulation was 3 hours and 
memory consumption on the hard disk was 7.3GB (Computer: Intel 6600 @ 2.6GHz, 2GB 
RAM). 

  In figure 11.2, the red curve is the curve from measurement data and the blue one is BER 
of simulated RF3000, which is our reference. From the figure, it is obvious to see that the 
shape of the measured BER curve is very similar to the reference. However, there are two 
major differences between them. One is the measured curve is not as smooth as the 
reference, the other is there is a shift between them. 

  The shift between the measured BER curve and the reference is caused by different gain 
in the hardware system and SEVED. Since SEVED is software, every block inside is 
based on formulas. Some formulas cannot represent the exact behavior of the 
corresponding part in our system. For instance, temperature parameters are not identical 
in SEVED and our test environment. One the other hand, Ii is not possible to avoid losses 
in a hardware system. All the losses in the system, such as in adaptors and cables, will 
attenuate the signal. Figure 11.3 demonstrated the similarity between the reference curve 
and measured curve by introducing a 2dB offset. 

  In the Blocking simulation, it is clear to see from figure 11.5 that at the power level -
19dBm approximately, the BER reached 2.4%, indicating the receiver performance is 
better than 3GPP standard. The time consumption of this simulation was 3 hours and 
memory consumption on the hard disk was 7.3GB (Computer: Intel 6600 @ 2.6GHz, 2GB 
RAM). 

12.2 Compatibility of Calculating BER for EDGE/WCDMA RF ASICs 

  This system is created and developed using RF3000. It is a very mature RF ASIC and it 
has been under development and test for years. Therefore, it is very convenient to develop 
our verification system and compare the BER output against old ones to see if the system 
is working properly. On the other hand, SEVED has different versions for EDGE and 
WCDMA, and also ADS and all these Agilent instruments are able to process 
EDGE/WCDMA signals. Further, all the signal data can be sent continuously for BER 
calculation; no timed structure needs to be established. Therefore, by changing the PIC 
board, ASIC test board and register control software according to the specific ASIC, it is 
not difficult to run the simulation and calculate BER for EDGE/WCDMA ASICs. 
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12.3 Signal Generator Optimizations 

  Due to the restriction of time for this thesis, the system was unable to be optimized further 
for reducing the time consumption even more. But there is possibility for optimizing the 
signal file downloading time from ADS to the Signal Generator.  

  The system is downloading signal files from ADS to the Signal Generator every time 
when it is coming to a new sweep point. Mostly, for example, in a typical sensitivity 
simulation, the signal files do not change if the sweep is only moving from one frequency 
to another or one power level to another. Therefore, it is not necessary to download the 
entire signal file again onto the Signal Generator, only new frequency and amplitude 
information need to be sent, which takes several seconds.  

  To achieve such functionality, the ADS schematic needs to be developed by adding SCPI 
command components, which force the instrument to reset the frequency or amplitude to 
another value, and a sequencer to control when the SCPI command should involve so that 
necessary signal file transmission will still execute appropriately.  

  However, on the other hand, due to the fact that the Logic Analyzer always needs time to 
record the signal into files, the overall speed of the system will still be restricted because 
even the Signal Generator must wait for the Logic Analyzer finished recording and then 
move to the next sweep point. Thus the system speed in such a scenario is determined by 
the more time consuming one between the Signal Generator and Logic Analyzer. The 
overall speed of the system will increase if the Logic Analyzer needs less time to store the 
signal file than downloading the signal onto the Signal Generator. 

12.4 Automatic Operation on the Logic Analyzer 

  The system is not fully automatic because of the Logic Analyzer. Though there is a 
sweep schematic in ADS that enables us to send multiple signal files in different 
frequencies and amplitudes automatically, the functionality of storing data file automatically 
has not been created for the Logic Analyzer. Therefore, all the recorded signal files in the 
simulation and test were created by operating the Logic Analyzer manually.  

  The software of Logic Analyzer does not contain such a feature to record multiple signals 
in a queue and store them into different files. Besides, there is no quick and simple 
solution for this. However, through our communication with the Agilent support team, we 
know that there is a solution for the problem and it is necessary to realize it in future 
development. 

  There is a Component Object Model (COM) Automation Server in the Logic Analyzer 
application . The COM is programmable and based on C++ or Visual Basic languages. By 
executing programs using the Instrument COM Automation Server, the logic analysis 
environment and its functional components are manipulated as objects. It is possible to 
create a piece of code to set the instrument running in a loop and save multiple signals 
and store them into a series of files.  
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12.5 Improvement in Sensitivity Algorithm 

  In this thesis, sensitivity was found by sweeping the power level over a certain range and 
picking out the closest point to the specification, i.e. 2.4%, from the BER curve. This is a 
straightforward solution and can be easily achieved through a sweep. However, more 
advanced algorithm for the sweep can be created in the future to both increase the 
accuracy and decrease the time consumption. A flow graph is shown in figure 12.1 to 
demonstrate this idea. 

 

Figure 12.1 Sensitivity Algorithm Flow Graph 

  As demonstrated above, the algorithm starts from the average power level when a certain 
range of power level is given. Then go to the next average point depending on the 
comparison between measured BER and specification BER. Keep repeating this step will 
make the simulation closer and closer to the sensitivity power level. The accuracy can be 
arbitrarily high depending on how many times the loop running. For raw sensitivity 
estimation, this type of algorithm is still more efficient than sweeping over the entire range 
with a fixed step. 
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12.6  Real-time System 

  The system created in this thesis is based on signal files. The advantage of using files is 
that it is fairly easy to create the system using software and hardware available. Besides, 
since most of the Agilent instruments accept numerical signal files, it is also convenient to 
apply these signal files on some other instrument, such as a Signal Analyzer, to investigate 
in detail if needed. For instance, while verifying a GSM signal, before sending all the signal 
files through and calculating the BER, these files can also be sent to the Signal Analyzer to 
check the EVM or Constellation Diagram. It is also very easy to do so since the user does 
not need to change any settings but connecting the output of the Signal Generator to a 
Signal Analyzer instead. Besides, operations such as comparing the signals in several 
simulations are frequently carried out. With numerical signal data saved in files, the 
comparison can be done without running the system. If the BER output is not an expected 
value, it is also convenient to analyze the signal since everything is stored. 

  However, on the other hand, due to the fact that BER results are more interested in the 
signal itself in some certain applications, storing signal files becomes unnecessary 
because it occupies a lot of time and memory. Therefore, in further development of this 
project, a real time system is desired in order to have the BER result very fast without 
saving any signal.  

  This can be done by introducing a FPGA card for capturing signal data instead of the 
Logic Analyzer and replacing ADS with any suitable programming language (e.g. SCPI 
script) to control the signal flow. SEVED will be running on the same PC instead of in the 
UNIX environment and dedicated computers will process the simulation data instead of the 
public cluster. Thus data files will become data streams; the time and memory 
consumption will reduce even more in that case. 
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 

 
3GPP 
Third Generation Partnership Project 
8-PSK 
8-Phase Shift Keying 
ADC 
Analog to Digital Converter 
ADS  
Advanced Design System 
AFC 
Automatic frequency correction  
AM 
Amplitude modulation 
API 
Application programming interface 
ASCII  
American Standard Code for Information Interchange 
ASIC  
Application Specific Integrated Circuit 
BB 
Baseband 
BER  
Bit Error Rate 
CM 
Connection Manager  
CODEC 
Coder + Decoder 
COM 
Component Object Model 
CPFSK  
Continuous phase-frequency shift keying 
CSV 
Comma separated value 
DAC 
Digital to Analog Converter / Data Access Component 
DC 
Direct Current 
DCS 
Digital Communication System 
DNS 
Domain name server 
DUT  
Device under Test 
EDGE 
Enhanced Data Rate for GSM Evolution 
EVM 
Error Vector Magnitude 
FACCH 
Fast associated control channel 
FM 
Frequency Modulation 
FPGA 
Field Programmable Gate Array 
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GMSK 
Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying 
GP 
Guard Period 
GPIB  
General Purpose Interface Bus 
GPRS 
General Packet Radio Services 
GSM 
Global System for Mobile Communication 
I/O 
Input / Output 
I/Q 
Complex In-phase and Quadrature modulated signals 
IF 
Intermediate Frequency 

      IP 
Internet Protocol 
ISI 
Intersymbol interference 
LAN  
Local Area Network 
LMS  
Least mean Square 
LNA 
Low Noise Amplifier 
LO 
Local Oscillator 
MClk 
Master reference clock 
MLSE  
Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimator 
MS 
Mobile Station 
PCS 
Personal Communication System 
PDM 
pulse density modulation  
PLL 
Phase Locked Loop 
RF 
Radio Frequency 
RSSI 
Received Signal Strength indication  
RX 
Receiver 
RXIF 
Radio Receiver Interface 
SCPI  
Standard Command for Programmable Instruments  
SDM 
Sigma-Delta Modulation 
SEVED  
Simulation Environment for Verification and Design 
SNR 
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Signal to noise Ratio 
TDMA 
Time Division Multiple Access 
TX 
Transmitter 
TB 
Tail bits 
USB  
Universal Serial Bus 
VCO 
Voltage Controlled Oscillator 
VOB 
Versioned Object Base 
VSA  
Vector Signal Analyzer 
WCDMA 
Wideband Code Division Multiple Access 
XO 
Crystal Oscillator 
XTAL 
Crystal component 
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Appendix 

A. MATLAB scripts for adding quiet bursts. 
% adding quiet bursts for In-phase data 
counter = 1; 
burstCounter = 1; 
for frame = 1:5 
    for burst = 1:8 
        if burst <= 4 
            for sample = 1:7488 
                FrameI(counter,1) = mod_re_vec(burstCounter,1); 
                counter = counter + 1; 
                burstCounter = burstCounter + 1; 
            end 
        elseif burst >= 5 
            for sample = 1:7488 
                 FrameI(counter,1) = 0; 
                 counter = counter + 1; 
             end 
         end 
     end 
 end 
save('H:\Frame.txtI’,’FrameI',’-ASCII'); 
 
 
 
 
% another script, does the same 
for k= 0:4 
    for j = ((29952.*k)+1) : ((29952.*k)+29952) 
        newQ ((j+(k.*29952)),1) = QbeforeTriger (j,1); 
    end; 
 
 for i=((59904.*k)+29953):((59904.*k)+59904) 
        newQ (i,1) = 0; 
    end 
end 
save('H:\My Documents\Ronnie_file\matlabwork\testtest','mod_im_vec','-ASCII'); 
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B. Exporting I and Q Data 

 
//Author: Ronnie Landqvist, Physical Layer System Simulation Dept. 
//Modified by Shuai Yuan & Marc Antony Haddad 
//Located at the beginning of the main function in SEVED 
// ERONLAN - open sink file 
  FILE* sink_fid; 
  FILE* sink_fid_I; 
  FILE* sink_fid_Q; 
  sink_fid = fopen("data.txt","w"); 
  sink_fid_I = fopen("dataI.txt","w"); 
  sink_fid_Q = fopen("dataQ.txt","w"); 
  fprintf(sink_fid,"Data Dump\n"); 
  fprintf(sink_fid_I,"\n"); 
  fprintf(sink_fid_Q,"\n"); 
 
//Located after the channel, before RF block 
// ERONLAN COMMENTS: 
      // - geran is of class type SEVEDgeran 
      // - modulator_real is declared as float[48*156] 
      // - Declaration of method "execute": 
      //      void execute(float *chanInReal_p, 
      //              float *chanInImag_p, 
      //              float *chanOutReal_p, 
      //              float *chanOutImag_p); 
       
      { 
        int i; 
        // DUMP data 
        if( txFrame < 5) 
          { 
            for(i=0; i<48*156; i++) 
              { 
                fprintf(sink_fid,"%01d %01d %06d %lf %lf %lf %lf\n", txFrame, burst, i, 
modulator_real[i], modulator_imag[i], channel_real[i], channel_imag[i]); 
  fprintf(sink_fid_I,"%lf\n",modulator_real[i]); 
  fprintf(sink_fid_Q,"%lf\n",modulator_imag[i]); 
              } 
          } 
      } 
 
//Located at the end of the main function 
   // ERONLAN: Close sink 
  fclose(sink_fid); 
  fclose(sink_fid_I); 
  fclose(sink_fid_Q); 
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C. Importing I and Q data 

 
//Author: Shuai Yuan 
//Located at the beginning of the main function in SEVED 
// ESHUYUA - open a file recorded from Logic Analyzer, the data of it will be fed into rxif. 
ifstream inFile("Text_File.txt"); 
string line; 
int firstBurstFlag = 1; 
 
// Located after the RF block, before RXIF block 
//ESHUYUA - from here till rxif block, data of I and Q are read and feed into rf_real and 
rf_imag. 
 
      if (firstBurstFlag == 1)    //if first burst 
 { 
   firstBurstFlag = 0;  
   int trashDataCounter= 0; 
   while(trashDataCounter < 6 ) 
     { 
       getline(inFile,line); 
       trashDataCounter ++; 
     }  
    
   int arrayCounter = 0; //local counter for counting sample uumber in one burst 
   while(arrayCounter < 48*156) //read one burst 
     { 
        
       getline(inFile, line); 
       char i = line[1]; 
       char j = line[19]; 
        
       if (i == '0') 
  { 
    rf_real[arrayCounter] = 0; 
  } 
       else if (i == '1') 
  { 
    rf_real[arrayCounter] = 1; 
  } 
       else 
  printf("\nERROR! Invalid data detected, I data should be either 1 
or 0.\n"); 
        
       if (j == '0') 
  { 
    rf_imag[arrayCounter] = 0; 
  } 
       else if (j == '1') 
  { 
    rf_imag[arrayCounter] = 1; 
  } 
       else 
  printf("\nERROR! Invalid data detected, Q data should be either 
1 or 0.\n"); 
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       arrayCounter ++; 
     } 
 
   int tempArrayI[48*156];   // array for copy one burst 
   int tempArrayQ[48*156]; 
   //copy one burst 
   for (int i = 0; i < 48*156; i++) 
     { 
       tempArrayI[i] = rf_real[i]; 
       tempArrayQ[i] = rf_imag[i]; 
     } 
    
    
   for (int j = 0; j < (48*156); j++) 
     { 
       rf_real[arrayCounter] = tempArrayI[j]; 
       rf_imag[arrayCounter] = tempArrayQ[j]; 
       arrayCounter++; 
        
     } 
   cout<<"in burst 1"<<endl; 
 } 
       
      else   // not first burst 
 { 
   int arrayCounter = 0; 
    
   int trashDataCounter= 0;  
   //Since RF3000 is running at 13MHz, resulting in 7500 samples per burst, 12 
samples difference is created becuase SEVED can only handle 7488 samples per burst. 
   while(trashDataCounter < 12) 
     { 
       getline(inFile,line); 
       trashDataCounter ++; 
     }  
    
    
   while(arrayCounter < 48*156) //read one burst 
     { 
        
       getline(inFile, line); 
       char i = line[1]; 
       char j = line[19]; 
        
       if (i == '0') 
  { 
    rf_real[arrayCounter] = 0; 
         } 
       else if (i == '1') 
  { 
    rf_real[arrayCounter] = 1; 
  } 
       else 
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  printf("\nERROR! Invalid data detected, I data should be either 1 
or 0.\n"); 
        
       if (j == '0') 
  { 
    rf_imag[arrayCounter] = 0; 
  } 
       else if (j == '1') 
  { 
    rf_imag[arrayCounter] = 1; 
  } 
       else 
  printf("\nERROR! Invalid data detected, Q data should be either 
1 or 0.\n"); 
        
       arrayCounter ++; 
     } 
   while(arrayCounter >=48*156 && arrayCounter < 2*48*156) 
     { 
       rf_real[arrayCounter] = 0; 
       rf_imag[arrayCounter] = 0; 
       arrayCounter++; 
     } 
   cout<<"in other butsts"<<endl; 
 } 
 
//Located at the end of main fuction 
   // ESHUYUA: close the file for feeding rxif 
   inFile.close(); 
 
 
//******************************************************************************************* 
 
 
 
//Author: MARC ANTONY HADDAD 
// At the beginning of SEVED main program 
 
  // EMARHAD  
  int charNumber; 
  int BigLoopCounter = 0; 
 
  // Open logic analyzer file 
  FILE * pfile; 
  pfile = fopen ("Text_File.txt","r");    
  if (pfile == NULL)                                                 
  perror ("error opening file");                                                                                
 
  // Get rid of the first 6 trash lines before the begining of I and Q data 
  for(int linecounter=0; linecounter<6; linecounter ++)     
 do { charNumber=fgetc (pfile);                                     
  }while (charNumber != '\n'); 
 
// Code written between RF and RXIF block 
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for (int index = 0; index<48*156; index++)          // read one burst from logic analyzer file 
  {   
                charNumber=fgetc (pfile);  
  if (charNumber == '0')                //Read the first column for I data 
     rf_real[index] = 0; 
         else if (charNumber == '1') 
      rf_real[index] = 1; 
                  else                                        
               printf("\nERROR! Invalid data detected, I data should be 
either 1 or 0.\n");  
// This error display helps to control the exact start point of reading data because  
//the file contains a certain number of unuseful lines at the begining (usually 6)   
// and this number may change so this error message is displayed then ! 
   
        do                           //Read the second column for Q data 
   {       
    charNumber=fgetc (pfile);                                     
    if ((charNumber =='0') || (charNumber =='1')) 
       { 
       if (charNumber == '0') 
          rf_imag [index] = 0; 
              else if (charNumber == '1') 
           rf_imag [index] = 1; 
           else 
           printf("\nERROR! Invalid data 
detected, I data should be either 1 or 0.\n"); 
       do     //Get rid of the 3rd column in the file which 
contains time info data 
           { charNumber=fgetc (pfile); 
    }while (charNumber != '\n'); 
       } 
    }while (charNumber != '\n');  
   } 
 
 
 
 
 
      
   // fill with zeros for the second half of the arrays (rf_real[] and rf_imag[]) 
    for (int index2 = 48*156; index2<2*48*156; index2++)                                                             
    {if (BigLoopCounter != 0)                                      
                           {rf_real [index2] = 0; 
                            rf_imag [index2] = 0; 
                           } 
 
       else               
             // exeption for the first birst:the second half of the arrays is filled 
             // with the same data as the first burst  
 
              {rf_real [index2] = rf_real [index2-7488];              
               rf_imag [index2] = rf_imag [index2-7488]; 
                            
              } 
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     } 
 
 
 for (int lineskipcounter = 0; lineskipcounter<12; lineskipcounter++)     
       //Get rid of 12 lines of the Logic analyzer file, since the sampling frequency  
      //in RF3000 (13 MHz) is slightly different than the Seved Sampling frequency (12.97 
MHz) 
  do { charNumber=fgetc (pfile);                                             
                    }while (charNumber != '\n'); 
 
        if (BigLoopCounter != 0) 
 
   {cout<<"other burst"<<endl; 
          }  
        else 
   {cout<<"first burst"<<endl; 
          }  
 
        BigLoopCounter++; 
 
//At the End of the SEVED main program  
 
  // EMARHAD 
  fclose (pfile); 
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D. Exporting I and Q data (multiple files) 
//Author: Ronnie Landqvist, Physical Layer System Simulation Dept. 
//Modified by Shuai Yuan & Marc Antony Haddad 
//Located at the beginning of the main function in SEVED 
// ERONLAN - open sink file 
  long fileNameID = 0; // for file importing/exporting control 
 char fileNamePoolI[8]; 
  char fileNamePoolQ[8]; 
  sprintf(fileNamePoolI, "I_Burst_%d.txt", fileNameID); 
  sprintf(fileNamePoolQ, "Q_Burst_%d.txt", fileNameID); 
  // ERONLAN - open sink file 
  // open sink files for I and Q data respectively 
  FILE* sink_fid_i; 
  FILE* sink_fid_q; 
  sink_fid_i = fopen(fileNamePoolI,"w"); 
  sink_fid_q = fopen(fileNamePoolQ,"w"); 
  fprintf(sink_fid_i,""); 
  fprintf(sink_fid_q,""); 
//Located after the channel, before RF block 
// ERONLAN COMMENTS: 
      // - geran is of class type SEVEDgeran 
      // - modulator_real is declared as float[48*156] 
      // - Declaration of method "execute": 
      //      void execute(float *chanInReal_p, 
          if (fileNameID!=0 && fileNameID%400 == 0) 
 { 
 fclose(sink_fid_i); 
 fclose(sink_fid_q); 
 sprintf(fileNamePoolI, "I_Burst_%d.txt", fileNameID); 
 sprintf(fileNamePoolQ, "Q_Burst_%d.txt", fileNameID); 
 sink_fid_i = fopen(fileNamePoolI,"w"); 
 sink_fid_q = fopen(fileNamePoolQ,"w"); 
 fprintf(sink_fid_i,""); 
 fprintf(sink_fid_q,""); 
 } 
   { 
        int i; 
        // DUMP data 
        if( txFrame < 5) 
          { 
            for(i=0; i<48*156; i++) 
              { 
                fprintf(sink_fid,"%01d %01d %06d %lf %lf %lf %lf\n", txFrame, burst, i, 
modulator_real[i], modulator_imag[i], channel_real[i], channel_imag[i]); 
  fprintf(sink_fid_I,"%lf\n",modulator_real[i]); 
  fprintf(sink_fid_Q,"%lf\n",modulator_imag[i]); 
              } 
          } 
      } 
 
//Located at the end of the main function 
   // ERONLAN: Close sink 
  fclose(sink_fid); 
  fclose(sink_fid_I); 
  fclose(sink_fid_Q); 
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E. Importing I and Q data (multiple files, csv format) 
//Author Marc Antony Haddad 
//Only the code of interface is given 
//Code for feeding in multiple data files in CSV format data 
 
cout << "counter: " <<BurstsCounter << "\n";  
if( txFrame < nrOfFrames+2)  
  { 
 
       if(BurstsCounter!=0 && (BurstsCounter)%400 == 0) 
  {    
   cout << "burstCounter: " <<BurstsCounter << "\n";  
          cout << "before file change LAFileNr: " << LAFileNr << "\n"; 
          fclose(pfile);     //Close previous Logic analyzer file 
   LAFileNr ++; 
          cout << "after file change LAFileNr: " << LAFileNr << "\n"; 
   sprintf(fileName_LA,"LogicAnalyzer_%d.txt",LAFileNr);  // change the name 
of the file to open, increase the number by one 
   pfile = fopen(fileName_LA,"r"); 
          // Get rid of the first trash lines before the begining of I and Q data              
          //(1 trash line in standard csv format and 6 lines in ASCII format, so linecounter<1 in 
csv and linecounter<6 in ASCII format ) 
          for(int linecounter=0; linecounter<1; linecounter ++)     
     do { CharNumber=fgetc (pfile);                                     
  }while (CharNumber != '\n');         
  } 

 
 
 
      for (int index = 0; index<48*156; index++)            // read one burst from logic analyzer 
file 
  { 
                CharNumber=fgetc (pfile);  
  if (CharNumber == '0')                      //Read the first column for I 
data 
     rf_real[index] = 0; 
         else if (CharNumber == '1') 
      rf_real[index] = 1; 
                  else                                        
      printf("\nERROR! Invalid data 
detected, I data should be either 1 or 0.\n");  
 
                 // This error display helps to control the exact start point of reading data 
because  
                 //the file contains a certain number of unuseful lines at the begining (usually 6)   
                 // and this number may change so this error message is displayed then ! 
   
        do             //Read the second column for Q data 
   {       
    CharNumber=fgetc (pfile);                                     
    if ((CharNumber =='0') || (CharNumber =='1')) 
       { 
       if (CharNumber == '0') 
          rf_imag [index] = 0; 
              else if (CharNumber == '1') 
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           rf_imag [index] = 1; 
       do                //Get rid of the 3rd column in the 
file which contains time info data 
           { CharNumber=fgetc (pfile); 
    }while (CharNumber != '\n'); 
       } 
    }while (CharNumber != '\n');     
   } 
      
      // fill with zeros for the second half of the arrays (rf_real[] and rf_imag[]), 
      for (int index2 = 48*156; index2<2*48*156; index2++)                                                             
 {if (BurstsCounter != 0)                                      
     {rf_real [index2] = 0; 
      rf_imag [index2] = 0; 
     } 
 
   else               
     // exeption for the first birst:the second half of the arrays is filled 
     // with the same data as the first burst  
      
     {rf_real [index2] = rf_real [index2-7488];              
       rf_imag [index2] = rf_imag [index2-7488];                  
     } 
 }  
 
      for (int lineskipcounter = 0; lineskipcounter<12; lineskipcounter++)     
 //Get rid of 12 lines of the Logic analyzer file, since each burst is 156.25 bits 
 //in RF3000 is slightly different than the number in SEVED which is 156 bits. 
 do { CharNumber=fgetc (pfile);                                             
         }while (CharNumber != '\n'); 
 
 
      if (BurstsCounter != 0) 
 {cout << "other burst: " <<BurstsCounter << "\n";  
 }  
      else 
 {cout<<"first burst"<<endl; 
 }       
  } 
BurstsCounter++; 
 

 
// EMARHAD  
// code situated at the end of the main 
 //these 2 lines below used in genarting data process to close the files at the end 
fclose (pfile); 
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F. Importing I and Q data (multiple files, binary format) 
//Author Shuai Yuan 
//Only the code of interface is given 
 
//This part is located at the beginning of main function, with all the other declarations. 
// ESHUYUA - open a file recorded from Logic Analyzer, the data of it will be feed into rxif. 
  char LAFileNamePool[8]; 
  sprintf(LAFileNamePool, "LA_Burst_%d.alb", fileNameID); 
  ifstream inFile; 
  inFile.open(LAFileNamePool);  
  string line;  
  int firstBurstFlag = 1; 
 
//After RF block, before RXIF block 

  //ESHUYUA - from here till rxif block, data of I and Q are read and feed into rf_real and 
rf_imag. 

 
     
       if (fileNameID!=0 && fileNameID%400 == 0) 
 { 
   inFile.close(); 
   sprintf(LAFileNamePool, "LA_Burst_%d.alb", fileNameID); 
   inFile.open(LAFileNamePool); 
    int trashDataCounter= 0; 
   while(trashDataCounter < 19 ) 
     { 
      getline(inFile,line); 
       trashDataCounter ++; 
       }  
 } 
       
             if (firstBurstFlag == 1)    //if first burst 
 { 
   firstBurstFlag = 0; 
   char* memoryBlock; 
   memoryBlock = new char[15]; 
   int trashDataCounter= 0; 
   while(trashDataCounter < 19 ) 
     { 
      getline(inFile,line); 
       trashDataCounter ++; 
     }  
    
   int arrayCounter = 0;      //local counter for counting sample uumber in one 
burst. 
   while(arrayCounter < 48*156) //read one burst 
     { 
        
       inFile.read (memoryBlock, 15); 
       if (memoryBlock==0 || memoryBlock==1) 
  { 
    rf_real[arrayCounter] = memoryBlock; 
  } 
       else 
   { 
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     cout << "\nERROR! Invalid I input has been detected in burst " 
<< fileNameID <<" sample " << arrayCounter <<", I data should be either 1 or 0."<<endl; 
   } 
 
       if(memoryBlock==0 || memoryBlock==1) 
  { 
    rf_imag[arrayCounter] = memoryBlock; 
  } 
       else 
  { 
    cout << "\nERROR! Invalid Q input has been detected in burst 
" << fileNameID <<" sample " << arrayCounter <<", Q data should be either 1 or 0."<<endl; 
  } 
       /*     int i=0; 
       while(i<15) 
  { 
  printf("%d",memoryBlock[i]); 
  printf("   "); 
  i++; 
  } 
  printf("\n");*/ // debug codes 
       arrayCounter ++; 
     } 
 
   int tempArrayI[48*156];   // array for copy one burst 
   int tempArrayQ[48*156]; 
   //copy one burst 
   for (int i = 0; i < 48*156; i++) 
     { 
       tempArrayI[i] = rf_real[i]; 
       tempArrayQ[i] = rf_imag[i]; 
     } 
    
    
   for (int j = 0; j < (48*156); j++) 
     { 
       rf_real[arrayCounter] = tempArrayI[j]; 
       rf_imag[arrayCounter] = tempArrayQ[j]; 
       arrayCounter++; 
     }   
 
    trashDataCounter= 0;  
   //Since RF3000 is running at 13MHz, resulting in 7500 samples per burst, 12 
samples difference is created becuase SEVED can only handly 7488 samples per burst. 
   while(trashDataCounter < 12) 
       { 
       inFile.read(memoryBlock,15); 
       trashDataCounter ++; 
       }  
   delete[] memoryBlock; 
 } 
       
        else  // not first burst 
 { 
   char* memoryBlock; 
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   memoryBlock = new char[15]; 
   int arrayCounter = 0; 
   while(arrayCounter < 48*156) //read one burst 
     { 
      
       inFile.read (memoryBlock, 15); 
              
       if (memoryBlock==0 || memoryBlock==1) 
  { 
    rf_real[arrayCounter] = memoryBlock; 
  } 
       else 
   { 
     cout << "\nERROR! Invalid I input has been detected in burst " 
<< fileNameID <<" sample " << arrayCounter <<", I data should be either 1 or 0."<<endl; 
   } 
 
       if(memoryBlock==0 || memoryBlock==1) 
  { 
    rf_imag[arrayCounter] = memoryBlock; 
  } 
       else 
  { 
    cout << "\nERROR! Invalid Q input has been detected in burst 
" << fileNameID <<" sample " << arrayCounter <<", Q data should be either 1 or 0."<<endl; 
  } 
       arrayCounter ++; 
     } 
   while(arrayCounter >=48*156 && arrayCounter < 2*48*156) 
     { 
       rf_real[arrayCounter] = 1; 
       rf_imag[arrayCounter] = 1; 
       arrayCounter++; 
     }   
 
     int trashDataCounter= 0;  
   //Since RF3000 is running at 13MHz, resulting in 7500 samples per burst, 12 
samples difference is created becuase SEVED can only handly 7488 samples per burst. 
   while(trashDataCounter < 12) 
   { 
     inFile.read(memoryBlock,15); 
       trashDataCounter ++; 
       }  
   delete[] memoryBlock; 
   } 
       
   fileNameID ++; 
 
    //end of the main() 
   // ESHUYUA: close the file for feeding rxif 
  inFile.close(); 
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G. Blocking Specifications 

 
Frequency band Level of unwanted signal  (dBm) 

(The freq. Is a integer multiple of 200Khz) 
In-band 915-980 MHz  

600 kHz ≤ f-f0 < 800 kHz -43 

800 kHz ≤ f-f0 < 1.6 MHz -43 

1.6 MHz ≤ f-f0 < 3 MHz -33 

3 MHz ≤ f-f0  -23 

In-band 905-915 MHz  

905- <915 -5 

Out of band  
0.1- <905 MHz 0 

980-12750 MHz 0 

                Table G.1: E-GSM 900 blocking [2]. 
 
 
 
 
 

Frequency band Level of unwanted signal  (dBm) 
(The freq. Is a integer multiple of 200Khz) 

In-band 1785-1920 MHz  

600 kHz ≤ f-f0 < 800 kHz -43 

800 kHz ≤ f-f0 < 1.6 MHz -43 

1.6 MHz ≤ f-f0 < 3 MHz -33 

3 MHz ≤ f-f0  -26 

Out of band  

0.1-1705 MHz 0 

>1705-<1785 MHz -12 

>1920-1980 MHz -12 

1980-12750 MHz 0 

           Table G.1: DCS 1800 blocking [2]. 
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Frequency band Level of unwanted signal  (dBm) 
(The freq. Is a integer multiple of 200Khz) 

In-band 1910-2010 MHz  

       f-f0 =600 kHz -43 

800 kHz ≤ f-f0 < 1.6 MHz -43 

1.6 MHz ≤ f-f0 < 3 MHz -33 

3 MHz ≤ f-f0  -26 

Out of band  

0.1-1830 MHz 0 

1830-1910 MHz -12 

2010-2070 MHz -12 

2070-12750 MHz 0 

   Table G.3: PCS 1900 blocking [2]. 
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H. RF3000 Details 

 Overview  

   The RF3000 circuit is a single chip low-voltage, low-power quad-band 
GSM/GPRS/EDGE transceiver (GSM 850, GSM 900, GSM 1800, and GSM 1900), 
intended for hand-held mobile terminals in the low-, mid-, and high-end segments [16]. It 
uses a direct conversion receiver followed by analog to digital converters, and a direct 
modulation fractional N Phase Locked Loop (PLL) transmitter with a GSM, GPRS, and 
EDGE compatible DAC converter. The transmitter uses polar modulation. All baseband 
inputs and outputs are digital. 

Modulation and demodulation types  

   The transceiver supports Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) and 8-Phase Shift 
Keying (8-PSK) modulation and demodulation. 

Frequency Bands 

   The transceiver supports the GSM 850, E-GSM 900, DCS 1800, and PCS 1900 
frequency bands (figure 6.1). 

 

Figure 0H.1 - Frequency bands in RF3000 [16] 

 

External Components 

The external components are as follows: 

• Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) input matching 

• 26 MHz crystal 

 

Interfaces 

Receiver 
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  The transceiver has four differential Radio Frequency (RF) analog inputs and a digital 
Interface to the digital baseband controller for I and Q data. 

Serial Bus and Logic 

  The digital interface from the digital BB controller is used for channel selection, XO 
Tuning and setup. The interface is controlled by Clock, Data, and Strobe. The clock 
request signal from the digital BB controller controls the state of the XO. 

Transmitter 

  The transceiver has TX Frequency Modulation (FM) high power outputs and a TX 
Amplitude Modulation (AM) control output. A digital interface is used for the AM and FM 
data from the digital BB controller. 

Synthesizer 

  The transceiver has XTAL connections for the reference oscillation system.The 
transceiver has two 26 MHz reference clock outputs. 
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Block Diagram 

 

Figure H.2 – Block diagram of RF3000, the RX blocks are marked yellow [17] 

 

 

   Since our thesis is dedicated for testing the receiver part of the transceiver, we are 
interested in the receiver architecture. 

   The receiver is a homodyne receiver with direct conversion of the received radio channel 
to BB I and Q channels. The analog signals are converted to digital bit-streams in a Sigma-
Delta converter. 
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   The receiver block consists of a front-end with separate LNAs for each band, and a 
common quadrature mixer. The front-end block is followed by a BB block with active anti-
aliasing filters that also suppress blocking signals and interferers. The BB block is followed 
by a fully integrated ADC of Sigma-Delta structure with a high dynamic range. The digital 
output signals are sent over a serial interface to the digital BB controller for further 
processing and detection. 

Integrating RF3000 into the simulation system: 

   The RF3000 is tested by connecting on an ASIC verification board. The following I/O 
connections in this test board have been used to build the system: 

A data interface  with 4 digital pins in the X78 slot (enabled by using 4 jumpers connected 
to data A, B, C and data strobe on the X77 slot):  

               Data A      Q-channel BB serial data output 

               Data B       I-channel BB serial data output. 

               Data C       Not used in RX mode 

               DataStr      Used for the 13 MHz clock output. 

RF RX paths for the following frequency bands 850, 900, 1800, 1900 MHz. 

3-WIRE SERIAL BUS for control section from the PIC board: DATA, STR and CLK. 

   3 DC power supply are applied to the Verification board: 1.8, 2.7 and 5 V. An 
ampermeter is connected on the 2.7 volts branch to watch the current consumption and 
therefore watch that RF3000 is running properly.                 

   In a normal operation mode, the data interface is bidirectional. It carries transmit data 
from the baseband system to RF3000 during TX bursts, and receive data from RF3000 to 
the baseband system during RX bursts. But in our simulation system, this data interface 
will be used to transmit data from RF3000 to the Logic analyzer in order to be able to test 
the bit error rate. 

   It comprises the 3 signals DataA, DataB, and DataStr. DataA is sending Q data, DataB is 
sending I data and dataStr is sending the 13 MHz clock. The output data bit rate is 13 
Mbit/s. All clocking is done relative to the 26MHz MClk (Figure H.3). 

 

 

 

Figure H.3 - Timing for serial output bit stream 
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Control Section 

   In a normal use of RF3000 inside the mobile phone, it is controlled by a 3-wire serial bus 
from the digital baseband controller. But in our system this 3-wire serial bus is connected 
to the PIC board to let it control RF3000 registers [18].  

   The serial control bus contains a data line, a strobe line, and a clock line used to load 
settings into RF3000 registers from the PIC board. The RF3000 registers are set using a 
LabView window interface - called register control program created at Ericsson - to set 
RF3000 registers to the desired state (Figure 6.4). A complete setup for all registers can 
be loaded from previously saved setups and sent to RF3000 throw the PIC board. The PIC 
board is connected to The PC using a serial cable connection via the COM port.  

 

RF Section 

   RF3000 has 4 RF inputs for the 4 GSM bands (800, 900, 1800 and 1900MHz). The 
system generated signal will be transmitted to RF3000 using these 4 inputs depending on 
the signal test RX frequency. The signal is fed from the 50Ω RF output of the signal 
generator, where the carrier frequency is specified. 

 

RF3000 commonly used Registers  

   For our system, RF3000 setup does not change often since our verification system is 
built for a fixed receiving mode. The mainly used registers are the following: 

 

AdcClkEn                          Enable ADC clock (13 MHz) 

RXPath                             Turns on the RX signal path                     

XOCoarseT [5:0]              Crystal Oscillator coarse tuning 

XOFineT [9:0]                  Crystal Oscillator XO fine tuning  

                                         ( Used with XOCoarseT to compensate for Doppler shift ) 

SynthOn                           Turns on the synthesizer 

RxA                                  Sets the receiver in analog mode, ADC disabled 

NfreqQ & Noffset             Combined together to control the channel frequency selection  

 

Bsel                             Band select control: 00 = GSM 850 

                                                                     01 = GSM 900 

                                                                     10 = GSM 1800 

                                                                     11 = GSM 1900 
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I. SEVED 

Introduction to SEVED 

Basics of SEVED 

  SEVED stands for Simulation Environment for Verification and Design [21]. Generally it is 
a c++ based software simulating the phone and channel. It consists of random data 
generator, channel encoder, modulator, propagation conditions of the channel, RF 
receiver, RXIF, equalizer and channel decoder.  In order to utilize SEVED for our thesis, 
the RF receiver is replaced by hardware RF ASIC, i.e. RF3000. This is demonstrated in 
figure I.1 below. 

 

Figure I.2 SEVED blocks 

 

  The numerical I and Q data are exported after the channel block, saved in the hard disk 
and then fed into the RF ASIC. The output of the ASIC is recorded by the Logic Analyzer 
and saved as signal files as well. These files are then sent back into SEVED, overwritten 
the output of the simulated RF ASIC, and involved in BER calculations. Therefore the BER 
result reflects the performance of the hardware RF ASIC. 

  Another highlighted feature of SEVED is its channel propagation simulations [20]. It 
covers almost all typical propagation types and conditions. Therefore, with a simple 
argument input while running the simulation command, different signal files under those 
propagation conditions can be exported and fed into the hardware RF ASIC. The typical 
propagation conditions are listed in table I.1 
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Prop Propagation 

condition 
MS Speed 
[km/h] 

Frequency
Hopping 

Carrier 
[MHz] 

Noise 

S1G/S1D Static 0 - 900/1800 AWGN 
S2G Typical 

Urban 
50 No FH 900 AWGN 

S2D Typical 
Urban 

50 No FH 1800 AWGN 

S3G Typical 
Urban 

50 FH 900 AWGN 

S3D Typical 
Urban 

50 FH 1800 AWGN 

S4G/S4D Rural Area 250/130 No FH 900/1800 AWGN 
S5G Hilly Terrain 100 No FH 900 AWGN 
S5D Hilly Terrain 100 FH 1800 AWGN 
C1G/C1D Typical 

Urban 
3/1.5 No FH 900/1800 Cochannel 

interferer 
C2G/C2D Typical 

Urban 
3/1.5 FH 900/1800 Cochannel 

interferer 
C3G Typical 

Urban 
50 No FH 900 Cochannel 

interferer 
C3D Typical 

Urban 
50 No FH 1800 Cochannel 

interferer 
C4G Typical 

Urban 
50 FH 900 Cochannel 

interferer 
C4D Typical 

Urban 
50 FH 1800 Cochannel 

interferer 
C5G/C5D Rural Area 250/130 No FH 900/1800 Cochannel 

interferer 
A1G/A1D Typical 

Urban 
3/1.5 No FH 900/1800 Adjacent 

200kHz 
interferer 

A2G/A2D Typical 
Urban 

3/1.5 FH 900/1800 Adjacent 
200kHz 
interferer 

A3G Typical 
Urban 

50 No FH 900 Adjacent 
200kHz 
interferer 

A3D Typical 
Urban 

50 No FH 1800 Adjacent 
200kHz 
interferer 

A4G Typical 
Urban 

50 FH 900 Adjacent 
200kHz 
interferer 

A4D Typical 
Urban 

50 FH 1800 Adjacent 
200kHz 
interferer 

A5G/A5D Rural Area 250/130 No FH 900/1800 Adjacent 
200kHz 
interferer 

Table I.1 Propagation Conditions that SEVED is able to simulate. 
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Utilization of SEVED in This Thesis 

  To be able to have communication between ADS based system core and SEVED, a 
proper interface must be created. The interface must have the functionalities that export 
the signal data and store in a format that can be used by ADS schematic and import the 
recorded signal files from Logic Analyzer as well. 

  The signal to be exported is located after the channel block. Therefore, I and Q data 
includes the propagation conditions. The signal to be imported is located after the RF 
block, where binary signal data can be feed into RXIF block. 

ClearCase and SEVED command 

ClearCase and ClearView 

  ClearCase is the software development environment in Ericsson. SEVED has also been 
developed under such an environment. ClearCase applies Versioned Object Bases 
(VOBs) to create branches for different versions of files so that multiple developers are 
able to work on the same file without interrupt each other. Developers can check out any 
files, i.e. make a local copy and work on it. Then after finished development, release a new 
version, merge to the main branch or merge with other people’s work. 

  ClearView is the view management tool for ClearCase. It provides friendly interface to 
achieve and manage the functions of ClearCase mentioned above. Generally, in this 
thesis, this tool was mainly used for checking the version tree and comparing the C++ 
code, as well as managing the code we were working on. 

UNIX Environment and SEVED Commands 

  SEVED is designed for UNIX platform. Therefore SEVED commands include some basic 
UNIX commands. There are two types of commands are frequently used in this thesis, 
they are building the code to be an executable and SEVED simulation. 

The command below is an example of building an executable: 

ldlxserv56:/vobs/seved/gsm_ccss/bin> make_sim.csh SigFileFeeder_alb debug 

  Where “ldlxserv56:/vobs/seved/gsm_ccss/bin” is the location in the VOBs. The command 
indicates that an executable named “SigFileFeeder_alb” will be built in debug mode. In this 
thesis, all the executables were built in debug mode. Under debug mode, the numerical 
signal and noise data are identical every time when the simulation is running, unless the 
seed of the random algorithm is changed. Since for our system, it requires SEVED to run 
two times, one for exporting data and the other for feed in data, therefore the simulation 
must be run under debug mode to make sure the signal data has not been changed. 

The other frequently used command is for SEVED simulation. An example is given below: 

ldlxserv56:~/ccss/sim/SigFileGenerator> jiessess SigFileGenerator 0 S1G -p nrofframes 
400 -p nrofbursts 1600 -n 100 
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  Where “ldlxserv56:~/ccss/sim/SigFileGenerator” is the directory where the executable 
located.  Jiessess is the command word to start a SEVED simulation. SigFileGenerator is 
the name of the executable. 0 is the traffic channel number. S1G is the argument for 
propagation conditions, where S1 refers to sensitivity simulation condition 1 (ideal 
condition) and G means 900MHz is the carrier frequency. -p nrofframes 400 indicates the 
400 frames are involved in BER calculation. Similarly, -p nrofbursts 1600 means 1600 
bursts are simulated, i.e. 4 bursts in each frame. -n 100 specifies the SNR in the 
simulation. However, while we are doing the simulation based on the data from Logic 
Analyzer, this parameter does not affect the result since the SNR is determined by the 
power level setting on the Signal Generator.  

 
 

 
 
 
 


